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List of abbreviations and measurement units 
 
Cu  copper 
DO  dissolved oxygen 
g  gram(s) 
GA  Gemex™ Applicator (e.g., spray contractor) 
GQC  Gemex™ Quality Controller 
GTC  Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator 
GTCP  Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan 
GTT  Gemex™ Treatment Team 
h  hour(s) 
L  litre(s) 
mg  milligram(s) 
mL  millilitre(s) 
m3/s  cumecs, or cubic metres/second 
ppm  part per million (equivalent to mg/L or g/m3) 
ppt  parts per thousand (equivalent to g/L or kg/m3) 
™ or TM  Trade Mark 
v/v  volume/volume 
ºC  degree(s) Celsius 
 
 
Terminology 
 
Words defined here are italicised when first used in the body of the report according to 
the definition. Bold is also used for emphasis of the required ‘must’ terminology. 
 
Grammatical terms 
 
Must is used to express an absolute requirement. 
 
Should is used to state that the specified condition or procedure is recommended and 
ought to be met if possible. 
 
May is used to mean “is (are) allowed to”. 
 
Can is used to mean “is (are) able to”. 
 
Will is used to indicate actions for which a designated person or organisation is 
responsible. 
 
 
General Technical Terms 

Absorption is diffusion of a substance into a liquid or a solid 

Adsorption accumulation of gas or liquid solute on the surface of a solid, or more rarely 

a liquid. In the case of Gemex™ it refers to the accumulation of Gemex™ on non-living 

and living organic matter. 

Containment is the application of phytosanitary measures in and around an infested area 

to prevent spread of a pest.   



   

   

Control  is the suppression, containment or elimination of a pest population.    

Elimination  is the term used by MAF BNZ to specify local eradication. Successful 

elimination is defined to be 100% absence of live D. geminata from the defined treatment 

area as measured by microscopic analysis of drift net and benthic samples collected from 

at least two intensive detection surveys carried out during the six months following the 

completion of the Gemex™ treatment programme.   

Eradication is the application of phytosanitary measures to eliminate a pest from an area. 

MAF BNZ considers eradication as the removal of every individual and propagule of a 

species from New Zealand so that only re-introduction from beyond New Zealand's 

borders would enable the re-emergence of the species. Achievement of eradication should 

be demonstrated by time-limited surveillance with a defined level of sensitivity. 

Gemex™ is a biocide formulation based on chelated copper 

Multi-site  application refers to a number of dosing sites on the same river system; a set 

of applications. 

Multiple applications refers to repeat dosing of a river at the same site(s); could be 

several sets of applications spaced approximately 3 weeks apart. 

Off-target dose are concentrations below the target dose and exposure times 

significantly greater than 1 hour. 

Partners are those who have agreed to enter into a partnership approach with MAF BNZ 

for the long-term management of D. geminata. Partners include the Department of 

Conservation, Fish and Game New Zealand, local government agencies, affected industry 

organisations and specific Maori entities. 

Suppression is the application of phytosanitary measures in an infested area to reduce 

the pest population. 

Target dose is a concentration of Gemex™ in the range 10-20 mg Cu/L with an exposure 

duration of 1 hour. 

Stakeholders are interested or affected parties who are not specifically included in the 

group of partners. 
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Figure 1:  An example of a dense Didymosphenia geminata (didymo) infestation in a  
Southland river.  
 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Didymosphenia geminata 

Didymosphenia geminata Schmidt (commonly known as didymo) is an invasive 

freshwater diatom that exists in streams, rivers and around some lakeshores (Figure 1). 

This unwanted algal species was first detected in the Mararoa River and Lower Waiau 

River system, Southland, New Zealand in October 2004. The distribution of the alga 

has now significantly expanded, with the diatom recorded in 18 South Island rivers. 

The alga has not yet been detected in the North Island.  

 

1.2. MAF Biosecurity New Zealand’s Didymo Incursion Response 

MAF Biosecurity New Zealand (MAF BNZ), with the support of others, has led the 

response to the D. geminata incursion in New Zealand since October 2004. In July 

2006, Cabinet revised the management objectives as follows, to reflect the shift in the 

programme towards long term management: 

 
• slow the spread of D. geminata and other freshwater pests throughout New 

Zealand; 
• protect valued sites and at risk species; 

Photo courtesy of Southland Fish & Game 
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• mitigate impacts of D. geminata on affected sectors; and  
• maintain the North Island free of D. geminata for as long as possible. 

 

1.3. MAF Biosecurity New Zealand’s Didymo North Island Strategy 

MAF BNZ has prepared a Didymo North Island Strategy in which, in the event of a 

North Island detection (or at a high value site in either island) of D. geminata, MAF 

BNZ will coordinate all aspects of the response including detection, delimitation and 

deciding whether to attempt to control the alga (i.e., elimination, suppression, or 

containment), and requesting the Minister for Biosecurity to declare a Special 

Emergency under the HSNO Act 1996. This contingency plan will also be used should 

the decision be made to use Gemex™ to attempt control in a South Island waterway. 

Assistance will be necessary from MAF BNZ’s partners and local stakeholders. In the 

event that a decision is made to attempt to control the alga the Gemex™ Treatment 

Contingency Plan (GTCP) (this document) will be used. 

 

1.4. Research and development of a D. geminata control tool 

NIWA was contracted by MAF BNZ to develop methods for the control of D. 

geminata using a systematic research programme (Figure 2). In summary Stage 1 

Phase 1 screened multiple products, and tested three contact times for efficacy against 

D. geminata. An optimal contact time of one hour was identified, along with a subset 

of four products for further testing. Stage 2 Phase 1 tested the 4 products more 

intensively, including longer term effects on D. geminata and effects on non-target 

species. Using the results of these tests, another round of short-term screening was 

conducted and then Gemex™ was selected as the most suitable biocide for further 

testing (Jellyman et al. 2006, Clearwater et al. 2007a). Gemex™ is a chelated copper 

formulation based on copper sulphate that was initially included for testing for 

efficacy against D. geminata because of its stability over a wide range of pH and 

temperatures. 

The Stage 2 Phase 2 artificial channel trials examined the effects of Gemex™ 

concentration, water velocity, and repeat applications on cell viability in 1-2 cm thick 

D. geminata mats. In summary Stage 2 Phase 2 research showed that a one hour 

application of 15-20 mg chelated Cu/L as Gemex™ was an effective biocide against 

D. geminata with minimal and acceptable toxicity to non-target species and 98% cell 

mortality of D. geminata in 1-2 cm thick mats (Clearwater et al. 2007a). 
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Figure 2: Schematic of the D. geminata control trials being conducted by NIWA and 
commissioned by MAF BNZ. Stage 3 Phase 1 of the Biocide Trial was undertaken in 
early 2007.    

Following the Stage 2 Phase 2 trials, Stage 3 Phase 1 tested the efficacy of a one hour 

application of 20 mg/L (as chelated Cu) Gemex™ against D. geminata in a small river 

(0.25 m3/s) field trial, at Princhester Creek, a tributary of the Mararoa River, 

Southland (Clearwater et al. 2007b). Effects on non-target species and the fate of the 

chelated Cu were also assessed.  

1.5. Development of a Gemex™ treatment strategy 

The field trial of Gemex™ has allowed NIWA to refine its strategies for Gemex™ 

application, and shown that D. geminata could possibly be eliminated from a 

waterway if it was treated in the very early stages of infestation when the D. geminata  

infestation was primarily non-visible (i.e., only detectable by microscopic/genetic 

analysis of delimitation samples) or had limited distribution of visible colonies. In 

addition the trial showed that D. geminata viability in established mats (1-10 cm thick, 
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>60% cover) can be decreased to <5% for at least three weeks post-treatment up to 3.4 

km downstream (possibly further), by a single application of 20 mg Cu/L as chelated 

Cu for one hour (see Section 4.1 for further discussion) (Clearwater et al. 2007b). The 

extent (distance) of downstream treatment efficacy by an acute dose is controlled by 

two major factors: (i) the adsorptive loss of Gemex™, largely to organic matter (e.g., 

periphyton biofilms, macrophytes, woody debris); and (ii) downstream dispersion and 

dilution (by inflows) of the dosed plume. Each of these key factors is site-specific 

which will differ between and within river systems. The detailed results from different 

locations in the small river trial regarding in-stream concentrations of Gemex™, 

exposure times and efficacy can be used to design optimal site-specific dosing regimes 

and monitoring strategies for other waterways (see Section 4.2). The treatment 

regimes selected will depend on the goals of the activity, and are likely to be quite 

different for suppression of biomass in a well-established infestation, compared to an 

attempt to eliminate D. geminata from a waterway in the early stages of an 

infestation. Strategies such as multi-site applications for treating >3.4 km of waterway 

are discussed (sections 4.2 and 4.3.). 

The Gemex™ application in Princhester Creek caused some mortalities of rainbow 

trout, but not native galaxiids. The rainbow trout mortalities are thought to be due to a 

combination of the following factors: 

1. low hardness waters in Princhester Creek; 

2. exposures to Gemex™ at circum-neutral pH; 

3. low in-stream loss of Gemex™ by adsorption to organic matter as the plume 

moved downstream; and 

4. dispersion of the plume at downstream sites resulting in a longer exposure to 

Gemex™ (Section 4.2).  

 

These factors will be important considerations in other waterways, and may be 

exacerbated in the treatment of an early stage infestation where D. geminata mats have 

not yet established, and therefore large amounts of organic matter are not present to 

adsorb the Gemex™ as it disperses downstream. A risk-benefit analysis will be 

necessary to determine what effects on non-target species will be acceptable. 

1.6. Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan 

As an interim measure to assist MAF BNZ in their objectives, NIWA has been 

contracted to develop a contingency plan (this document) for the use of Gemex™ in 

an urgent response to a North Island, or high value site, detection of D. geminata. This 
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document is the third version2 of a Contingency Plan for a Gemex™ Treatment and is 

a “living document” that has been updated as planning and research progresses.  

Stakeholders are encouraged to ensure they have the latest version of the Gemex™ 

Treatment Contingency Plan (GTCP). An early attempt to control before D. geminata 

has become widely established in mats has been identified as one of the critical factors 

for predicting successful, elimination, suppression or containment of D. geminata; 

therefore early detection of the alga by regular monitoring (e.g., ideally every two 

weeks especially for locations at high risk of an incursion and establishment of D. 

geminata, otherwise monthly) is essential to achieve this goal.  

                                                      
2 Version 1 is “Clearwater S.J.; Jellyman P.G.; Clayton, J.S. (2006b). North Island Incursion 

Response Plan for Didymosphenia geminata –Version 1. October 2006, NIWA Hamilton 
Client Report: HAM2006-145 for Biosecurity New Zealand, Project No: MAF07203. 29 p.  

Version 2 is “Clearwater S.J.; Jellyman P.G.; Clayton, J.S.; Wells, R.D.S. (2006c). Gemex™ 
Treatment Contingency Plan for Didymosphenia geminata – Version 2. December 2006, 
NIWA Hamilton Client Report: HAM2006-168 for Biosecurity New Zealand, Project No: 
MAF07203. 38 p.  
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2. Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan 

2.1. Coordination by MAF Biosecurity New Zealand 

The Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan (GTCP) is a subset of the MAF BNZ 

Didymo North Island Response Strategy that has been developed by MAF BNZ. The 

relationship between the strategy and this plan is illustrated in a cross functional 

flowchart supplied by MAF BNZ (Figure 3, Appendix 7). The GTCP is also 

applicable to significant detections in other parts of New Zealand (e.g., high value site 

in the South Island). 

In the event of a confirmed North Island detection of D. geminata, or a high value site 

detection elsewhere, MAF BNZ will enter a process of site-specific information 

gathering, decision-making and action specific for that detection site. A quick 

preliminary feasibility assessment will be conducted by MAF BNZ, possibly with 

NIWA assistance. NIWA and Partners may be requested by MAF BNZ to assist with 

delimitation of D. geminata at the detection site, and conduct public awareness 

activities. NIWA may be requested by MAF BNZ to provide advice on the full 

technical feasibility of a Gemex™ treatment at the detection site. MAF BNZ will 

analyse this advice and other information from Partners and stakeholders to decide 

whether to proceed with planning for a Gemex™ treatment. If MAF BNZ wishes to 

proceed with a Gemex™ treatment to attempt elimination, a Special Emergency must 

be declared to fulfil requirements of the HSNO Act (see Section 2.10) and either a 

resource consent or an exemption under Section 7a of the Biosecurity Act must be 

granted to fulfil the requirements of the Resource Management Act before Gemex™ 

can be used to attempt an elimination. MAF BNZ may request that NIWA prepare a 

resource consent application. The resource consent application will be assessed by the 

local regulatory agency to determine whether a consent would be granted in a 

timeframe required to attempt elimination. If a resource consent would be granted but 

not in the timeframe required, MAF BNZ will decide whether to request a Section 7a 

exemption. If MAF BNZ decides to continue planning for an elimination attempt, 

MAF BNZ will request, NIWA prepares and submits a site-specific plan for a 

Gemex™ treatment to MAF BNZ. MAF BNZ will assess the plan and if approved, 

would submit it to ERMA.   

Once MAF BNZ has approved NIWA’s site-specific Gemex™ Treatment Plan, and 

regulatory approval has been obtained the Gemex™ Treatment will commence, 

accompanied by pre- and post-treatment monitoring (Section 4.10), and regular 

updates to MAF BNZ. The Gemex™ treatment will be followed by a final report and 

recommendations to MAF BNZ (Figure 3, Appendix 7).  
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              AEE = Assessment of effects on the environment

MAF BNZ = Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry Biosecurity New Zealand            HSNO = Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996                                     GT = Gemex™ Treatment

ERMA = Environmental Risk Management Agency               RMA = Resource Management Act 1991                                                                         GTC = Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator

NIWA = National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research               SE = Special Emergency                                                                                               GTP = Gemex™ Treatment Plan
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Figure 3:  Cross functional flowchart produced by MAF BNZ for the Gemex™ Treatment Contingency 
Plan. Full-sized diagram in Appendix 7. GTC=Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator; 
GT=Gemex™ Treatment; GTP=Gemex™ Treatment Plan; NI=North Island; PA=Public 
Awareness; SE=Special Emergency. See Section 3.2 for explanation of the NIWA GTC role.
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2.2. NIWA Gemex™ Treatment Team and Coordinator 

A Gemex™ Treatment Team (GTT), a Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator (GTC), and a 

Gemex™ Quality Control (GQC) officer have been assigned to clarify roles and lines 

of communication within NIWA (Table 1). In order to cope with changing staff 

availability at short notice (e.g., leave, commitment to other projects, etc) several 

people will be prepared to fulfil the role of GTC. NIWA staff can be contacted at the 

Hamilton office, (07 856 7026) and a back-up list of contact numbers is provided 

(Table 1). The roles of the members in the GTT is discussed further in Section 3.2 and 

Section 4.8.  

2.3. Location of high risk sites for a North Island detection 

The most likely area for a North Island detection is a trout-fishing river in the central 

plateau area based on the Likely Environments Map (Kilroy et al. 2005), and 

frequency of usage by fishermen travelling between the North and South Islands. Data 

shows that D. geminata grows best in cold, lake-fed rivers with cobbled substrate; 

environments that also tend to be good trout-fishing rivers. The Turangi Branch of 

NIWA is therefore likely to be a centre of operations for a Gemex™ treatment3. In 

preparation for this, two delimitation survey kits (i.e., sample vials, spatulas etc.), 

sufficient to take 50 samples each, are located at the Turangi Branch of NIWA. In any 

event the Turangi Branch is centrally located to send the kit to another location if 

necessary. 

2.4. Handling protocol for suspected D. geminata samples 

Public inquiries regarding suspect D. geminata samples should be directed to the MAF 

BNZ help line Ph 0800 80 99 66.  

MAF BNZ Partners can send suspected D. geminata samples for analysis to a credible 

laboratory. If samples are to be sent to NIWA we request that suspect D. geminata 

samples are placed in small water-tight containers filled 80% with water, and sent as 

soon as possible chilled (e.g., with icepacks in a Styrofoam chilly bin, but not frozen) 

to NIWA Christchurch (10 Kyle St, Riccarton, Christchuch) labelled “Attention: K. 

Robinson, Suspect didymo sample” or NIWA Hamilton (Gate 10, Silverdale Rd, 

Hamilton) labelled “Attention: K Safi, Suspect didymo sample”. The samples must be 

handled in this manner to keep any D. geminata cells alive so that they can be 

differentiated from cells that were dead when collected. Detailed information 

                                                      
3GemexTM may be stored near the NIWA Turangi Branch or with chemical application 
contractors.  
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regarding the location where the sample was taken should be provided (e.g., GPS 

coordinates, waterway name and precise location). Staff should be contacted at NIWA 

branches to warn them of the arrival of the samples and allow arrangements to be 

made for sample processing. As long-term planning progresses sample analysis may 

be done elsewhere (e.g., other laboratories) once capability is established. More 

detailed information on sample handling and storage is provided in the protocols for 

delimitation sampling (Duncan et al 2007 a and b; www.biosecurity.govt.nz/didymo) . 

2.5. Notification of Gemex™ Treatment Team  

If a North Island sample is positive for D. geminata, the sample analysis provider will 

notify MAF BNZ immediately, and MAF BNZ will subsequently notify the NIWA 

Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator4 in confidence (Figure 3, Table 1, Appendix 7). 

MAF BNZ will initiate the MAF BNZ Didymo North Island Strategy and will 

commence notification of stakeholders, partners and the Gemex™ Treatment provider 

(currently NIWA). The GTC will notify other members of the Gemex™ Treatment 

Team as necessary. 

2.6. Early quarantine of detection site 

The initial response to a North Island detection will include an intensive social 

marketing campaign led or commissioned by MAF BNZ to encourage users to avoid 

the known affected waterway. A Controlled Area to restrict entry to the affected 

waterway or waterways would not be implemented until the delimiting survey is 

complete. MAF BNZ would liaise with the local community to find a mutually 

acceptable method of controlling or permitting the use of the waterway (e.g., local 

contact to issue permits with education, cleaning facilities at river entry points, 

signage). MAF BNZ has commenced this consultation process as part of the 

preparations for a North Island detection of D. geminata and the transition to long 

term management. 

NIWA recommends that everyone except essential personnel completing the 

delimiting survey and flow-gauging work (if necessary5) be excluded from the 

detection site until a biocide treatment has been completed or MAF BNZ has decided 

not to treat. Decontamination of all personnel and equipment exiting the area must be 

undertaken. 

 

                                                      
4 See Section 3.2 for explanation of this role.  
5 Flow data may already be available from historical datasets or local staff. 
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Table 1:  Contact information for NIWA Gemex™ Treatment Team (GTT) (responsible for biocide treatment) and assignment of roles including Gemex™ 
Treatment Coordinator (GTC) and Gemex™ Quality Control (GQC) officer. 124-hour pager system. Bold indicates primary contacts. 

Organization Role(s) Name Location Work Cell phone 

MAF BNZ MAF BNZ Didymo Response Manager  Chris Bick nell Wellington -- 027 431 2255 

MAF BNZ MAF BNZ South Island Operations Manager   J eff Donaldson Otago -- 027 435 7162 

MAF BNZ MAF BNZ North Island Operations Manager Ste ve Smith Taupo -- 021 888 669 

NIWA GTC, GQC, GTT, logistical planning, contractor  liaison, pre- and 

post-treatment survey, treatment monitoring 

Sue Clearwater Hamilton 07 859 1835 027 486 2926 

NIWA GTC, GQC, GTT, logistical planning, contractor liaison John Clayton Hamilton 07 856 1731 0212151567 

NIWA GQC, GTT, logistical planning, contractor liaison, biocide application 

(Approved Handler) 

Rohan Wells Hamilton 07 856 1753 025 241 0059 

NIWA Media Liaison (when directed by MAF BNZ) Don Robertson Wellington 04 386 0519 -- 

NIWA GQC, GTT, biocide application (Approved Handler), pre- and post-

treatment survey, treatment monitoring 

Neil Blair Alexandra 03 448 8112 x2 027 448 9530 

NIWA GTT, project management, regulatory requirements Neale Hudson Hamilton 07 856 1746 -- 

NIWA Delimitation Surveys, didymo identification Maurice Duncan Christchurch 03 343 7863 025 361 257 

NIWA Delimitation Surveys, didymo identification Donna Sutherland Christchurch 03 343 8035 -- 

NIWA GTT, didymo viability, didymo identification in delimitation samples Karl Safi Hamilton 07 856 1716 -- 

NIWA GTT, didymo viability, pre- and post-treatment survey, treatment 

monitoring, didymo viability 

Karen Thompson Hamilton 07 859 1895 -- 

NIWA GTT, didymo viability, Pre- and post-treatment survey, treatment 

monitoring 

Phil Jellyman Christchurch 03 364 2987 x7033 -- 

NIWA GTT, pre- and post-treatment survey, treatment monitoring Mike Martin Hamilton 07 856 1768 -- 

NIWA GTT, pre- and post-treatment survey, treatment monitoring David Bremner Hamilton 07 859 1856 -- 

Aqua-Ag GTT, biocide application contractor Geoff Angell Rotorua 07 357 2672 0274 791 953 

Lakeland 

Helicopters 

Biocide transport contractor Tony Bradley 

Derek Lowe 

Taupo 07 349 47081 

07 366 52671 

021 784 529 

021 943 641 
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2.7. Media liaison 

MAF BNZ will continue to handle all media liaison, and all media requests should be 

directed to MAF BNZ. There is a risk that media coverage will result in people (e.g., 

public or agency staff) visiting the detection site and inadvertently spreading D. 

geminata. MAF BNZ may authorise NIWA’s media representative to make media 

statements regarding the Gemex™ treatment. The GTC will be expected to brief MAF 

BNZ and NIWA’s media representative regularly throughout the Gemex™ Treatment 

and follow-up. As a contractor to MAF BNZ, NIWA’s communications with the 

media are guided by the recommendations of the MAF BNZ media liaison staff. 

MAF BNZ has a website with detailed information on D. geminata research and 

management activities (e.g., current distribution), that interested parties can be 

directed to.  

http://www.biosecurity.govt.nz/didymo 

2.8. Delimiting survey of detection site 

On confirmation of a validated (by microscopic analysis) positive detection the MAF 

BNZ Didymo North Island/South Island Operations Manager will liase with partners 

to arrange an urgent local delimitation of the D. geminata infestation. NIWA staff 

might be requested to assist with this survey. Currently the samples for microscopic 

analysis from MAF BNZ’s routine D. geminata delimitation surveys are coordinated 

by Maurice Duncan and Donna Sutherland (NIWA Christchurch) under contract to 

MAF BNZ (Figure 3, Appendix 7). All MAF BNZ Didymo partner organisations 

assist with sample collection using standard protocols developed by NIWA (Duncan et 

al. 2007a, b) and North Island NIWA staff (Hamilton Branch) assist with microscopic 

analysis of the samples (Kilroy 2007). The University of Waikato, Centre for 

Biodiversity and Ecology Research also processes samples for genetic detection of D. 

geminata (Cary et al. 2007). Other organizations throughout New Zealand (e.g., 

Regional Councils, Fish & Game, DOC) have been trained to collect and process 

delimitation samples and identify D. geminata using microscopic analysis and might 

assist in the event of an urgent response to a D. geminata incursion. It is important to 

use the latest protocols for sample collection and processing, thereby reducing the risk 

of false positive or false negative results, and providing all the information required to 

assess the extent of the infestation (e.g., cell numbers and condition [live/dead]). The 

latest protocols are available on MAF BNZ’s website 

www.biosecurity.govt.nz/didymo. 
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Preliminary information about the infested waterway (site-specific) will also be 

required urgently by the MAF BNZ Operations Manager and the NIWA GTC 

including: 

1. An initial assessment of the likely upper limits of the infestation in the 

waterway. Humans are the most likely vectors for D. geminata transmission; 

therefore public access points are the most likely locations for a new 

infestation. Local partners and stakeholders will be asked to identify points 

upstream of public access points where they expect the majority of public use 

occurs and therefore could be the likely upper limit of an infestation.  

2. Local partners and stakeholders will also be encouraged to provide 

suggestions for upstream sites where a river treatment could be conducted. 

The information will be used to assist early planning for the equipment 

needed and site accessibility.  

3. Readily accessible flow measurements for the likely treatment site(s) and at 

any major tributaries within the first 5 km of the likely upper limit of the 

infestation.  

Initial estimates of flow volumes will be used to make a preliminary assessment of the 

amount of biocide likely to be required for a treatment. Some of the most high-risk 

(high-use) waterways will already be telemetered by regional councils or other 

organisations (e.g., NIWA). However, if no flow data is available then a series of flow 

gaugings must be conducted to quickly obtain this critical information. 

The results of the delimitation survey, flow data and site information will be 

communicated urgently to MAF BNZ’s South Island Didymo Operations Manager 

(Jeff Donaldson 027 435 7162), or MAF BNZ’s North Island Didymo Operations 

Manager (Steve Smith 021 888 669) and MAF BNZ’s Didymo Response Manager 

(Chris Bicknell, 027 412 2355), and the NIWA GTC (07 856 7026, NIWA Hamilton).  

2.9. Feasibility assessment of elimination, suppression or containment using a 
Gemex™ treatment strategy 

Once delimitation and site information is available MAF BNZ may consider whether 

there is sufficient information supporting (or otherwise) the possible use of a 

Gemex™ treatment. Should there be obvious reasons why treatment is not an option 

(e.g., river flow too large for treatment, close proximity to other infected areas making 

reinfection highly likely) (Table 2) MAF BNZ may halt further work and notify 
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partners and stakeholders that treatment with Gemex™ is not a viable option for that 

detection.  

Should MAF BNZ consider treatment with Gemex™ a viable option, it may request 

that the NIWA GTT provides either an initial rapid feasibility assessment based on 

current knowledge and/or a comprehensive feasibility plan that makes 

recommendations on the technical feasibility and probability of success of using a 

Gemex™ Treatment to eliminate D. geminata at the detection site (Figure 4). The 

main criteria used to assess the feasibility of elimination, suppression or containment 

of D. geminata using a Gemex™ Treatment Strategy have been summarized by MAF 

BNZ in a Feasibility Assessment Checklist (Table 2). 

MAF BNZ will decide, based on the GTT recommendations in the feasibility plan and 

consultation with partners and stakeholders, whether to proceed with planning for a 

Gemex™ treatment (Figure 3, Appendix 7). A range of activities by the Gemex™ 

treatment provider should proceed concurrently once requested by MAF BNZ to 

ensure that preparation for a treatment occurs as quickly as possible; these activities 

are outlined in a preliminary timeline to help identify rate-limiting steps (Figure 4). 

The sooner a Gemex™ treatment is commenced the greater the likelihood of a 

successful outcome because this will reduce the probability that D. geminata will 

become established and widely spread in the detection area. During the summer 

months when D. geminata growth is thought to be most rapid, the alga has proceeded 

from non-detectable to visible colonies in a period of 12 weeks. Didymosphenia 

geminata may take more or less time than this to become established depending on 

many interacting factors in the waterway (e.g., stable flows, temperatures).  

If a GT will not be used then MAF BNZ will inform partners of the decision and will 

investigate other response options. Otherwise MAF BNZ will notify the NIWA GTC 

of the decision to proceed with planning. The GTT will then commence preparation of 

a site-specific plan and/or a resource consent application for a GT (Figure 4).  
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Table 2:   Example of the main criteria to be used in assessing the feasibility of eliminating, suppressing or containing D. geminata using a 

 Gemex™ treatment strategy (prepared by MAF BNZ) (Table continued overleaf).  

Name of Site/River/Catchment

Major 
Constraint 1

Site vs Tool 
Criteria Criteria for assessing the feasibility of eliminati ng didymo with Gemex TM Comments on Preliminary Feasibility of 

Eliminating Didymo Based on Criterion

Yes Site specific River Characteristics  (volume, velocity, hardness, organic matter reservoirs ) – 
likelihood of success increases in low discharge, moderate velocity, harder water with 
low organic matter

Yes Site specific Risk of Re-introduction (low, med, high) – likelihood of success increases with lower 
risk of re-introduction from human activity, wildlife, water reticulation schemes

Yes Site specific Didymo Biomass Amount (microscopic/small colonies/contiguous colonies/thick mats) 
– likelihood of success increases with lower didymo biomass levels

Yes Site specific Didymo Distribution Within Catchment (limited, widespread) – likelihood of success 
increases when didymo distribution is limited within the catchment, i.e. less complexity, 
less tributaries involved, less opportunities for vector events, etc.

Site specific Size of Catchment  (small, medium, large) – likelihood of success is inversely related to 
size of catchment

Site specific Access for Treatment Delivery – likelihood of success increases with ease of access 
for treatment delivery, including for spraying margins and treating backwaters and 
breaches

Site specific Value of Site (ecological, social, cultural, economic values) – likelihood of success 
increases with greater motivation, resources and support from stakeholders committed 
to taking action to protect values

Site specific Local Support (Councils, DoC, Fish & Game, iwi, rate payers, industry, public) – 
likelihood of success increases with greater support, assistance and compliance with 
controls from stakeholders 

Site specific Local Impacts  (presence of threatened species, water usage - private, public and 
commercial; hydro, irrigation, drinking water for humans and stock, recreation) – 
likelihood of success may increase if impacts are identified, managed and minimised

Didymo Control Feasibility Assessment Checklist
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Table 2: (cont) 

Major 
Constraint 1

Site vs Tool 
Criteria

Criteria for assessing the feasibility of eliminati ng didymo with GemexTM
Comments on Preliminary Feasibility of 
Eliminating Didymo Based on Criterion

Site specific         – Impacts due to Treatment 
Site specific         – Impacts due to Didymo
Site specific Regulatory approvals  (RMA, BA, HSNO) – likelihood of success may increase with 

speed in which approvals are received

Yes Tool specific Certainty of Gemex TM Dosing Strategy  – likelihood of success increases with greater 
certainty regarding dosing strategy required to achieve elimination

Yes Tool specific Certainty of Impacts from Gemex TM  – likelihood of success increases with greater 
certainty regarding impacts from the treatment so that resources can be planned 
appropriately to manage and mitigate impacts, including expectations around impacts 

Tool specific People Availability – likelihood of success increases when a sufficient number of 
skilled personnel are available at the times and places required for planning and 
conducting the treatment 

Tool specific Equipment Availability – likelihood of success increases when all the appropriate 
equipment is available at the times and places required for planning and conducting the 
treatment 

Tool specific GemexTM  Availability – likelihood of success increases when the amount and 

concentration of GemexTM is available at the times and places required for planning and 
conducting the treatment 

OVERALL RECOMMENDATION  =
(Proceed with Full Feasibility Assessment to Elimin ate Didymo    

AND/OR Proceed with Long-term Management Activities )                      
1 Major Constraint  = a stand-alone factor that, if outside a defined range, would result in a preliminary assessment that successful elimination of didymo is NOT 
FEASIBLE and would therefore preclude proceeding with a full feasibility assessment (eg, if base flow is above a certain cumec level, this would rule out the use of a 

GemexTM treatment and therefore a full feasibility study would not be conducted). Work is ongoing to define acceptable ranges for the feasibility criteria.
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Figure  4: Indicative timeline of the major tasks required of the treatment provider (currently NIWA) to commence 
a Gemex™ treatment. To highlight interdependency and need for preparation, the major tasks required 
of MAF BNZ so that the treatment provider can commence each major task, are also listed. Each 
column and number indicates roughly a week is required. These timelines should be shortened 
dependent on preparation (which is strongly recommended) and, for example, whether a Section 7a 
exemption for a resource consent is obtained. Arrow indicates task underway, diamond indicates 
milestone achieved. Grey shading indicates interdependency with another task. Tasks with the same 
letters in the first column are interdependent. For example a contract is required to commence a full 
feasibility assessment. ? indicates uncertainty in the timeline, for example if a resource consent 
application is non-notifiable versus fully notified. GTP = Gemex™ Treatment Plan, u/s = upstream, * 
indicates rate-limiting step that might be completed sooner. 

Linked 
tasks PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Flow and preliminary site information ����

Preliminary Feasibility Assessment ����

FULL FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT

A*
MAF BNZ Contract to Full Feasibility 
Assessment provider ����

A* Full Feasibility Assessment ���� ���� ����

Delimitation ���� ����

Preliminary consultation w stakeholders ���� ���� ����
RESOURCE CONSENT APPLICATION AND 
PREPARATION OF GTP

B*
MAF BNZ contract to provider of resource 
consent application ����

BC* Resource Consent Application or equivalent ���� ���� ���� ����
Consultation w stakeholders re regulatory 
permission ���� ���� ���� ����

C* MAF BNZ decision to continue planning ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

* Regulatory Decision Underway ���� ? ? ����

D* Regulatory permission granted ����

GEMEXTM STOCKPILE
E* MAF BNZ contract for GemexTM production ����

E* GemexTM manufacturing ���� ���� ���� ����

TREATMENT PREP COMMENCES
F MAF BNZ  contract to treatment provider ����

FG
Detailed (time-dependent) site scoping, 
preparation of a site-specific GTP ���� ����

H GemexTM transport to site ���� ����

Water samples for hardness etc ����

GemexTM batch information [Cu] ����

Intensive delimitation for u/s treatment point ���� ����

G Scope river & locate monitoring sites ����

Pre-monitoring ���� ����

Submission of site-specific GTP to MAF BNZ ����

* MAF BNZ decision to treat ����

Weather could delay work by ~2 weeks

Detailed flow gauging ����

D Dye trial (needs regulatory permission) ? ����

Decision on dose ����

H GemexTM application 1 and monitoring ���� ����

I Water samples analysed for [Cu] d/s ����

I Didymo viability sampling ����

I Decision on application(s) downstream ����

GemexTM application 2 if required ����

Repeat water samples analysed for [Cu] d/s ����

Repeat didymo viability sampling ����
Repeat decision on d/s applications until entire 
infested waterway treated ����
Post-treatment monitoring (sediments etc, non-
target species) ���� ���� ���� ���� ?
Post-treatment delimitation ���� ���� ���� ���� ?
Decision on whether follow-up set of 
applications required ���� ���� ?
Additional set(s) of applications if required ���� ?  
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2.10. Declaration of a Special Emergency by the Minister for Biosecurity 

A request will be lodged through MAF BNZ to the Minister for Biosecurity to declare 

a Special Emergency under the HSNO Act so that a D. geminata Gemex™ Treatment 

can proceed urgently. Under contract to MAF BNZ, NIWA gained an approval from 

ERMA (submitted 5/12/06, approved 21/12/06) (see Section 3.5.) for MAF BNZ to 

use the biocide GemexTM in a Special Emergency, thereby fulfilling the requirements 

of the HSNO Act. Submitting the application ahead of a detection has provided 

information to ERMA that has allowed them to brief the Minister and staff. Once a 

Special Emergency is declared, MAF BNZ must notify ERMA of when and where the 

Gemex™ treatment will be conducted.  

If a Special Emergency is not declared then MAF BNZ will inform partners of the 

decision and will investigate other detection response options (e.g., Containment 

Approvals under HSNO). If a Gemex™ Treatment can be conducted in a timely 

fashion without declaration of a Special Emergency, this will be MAF BNZ’s 

preferred choice. 

2.11. Preparation of a resource consent application 

MAF BNZ will request that the treatment provider prepare a resource consent 

application for the local authority. This will include an Assessment of Environmental 

Effects (AEE). The resource consent application should cover the need to conduct dye 

trials (using non toxic tracer dye), as well as discharge Gemex™ and to use Gemex™ 

in hand-spraying of margins (Section 4.11). The local authority will consider the 

application and AEE and determine whether a resource consent would be granted in 

the timeframe required to attempt an elimination of D. geminata. If the resource 

consent would probably be granted but not in the timeframe required, MAF BNZ will 

consider requesting that the Minister for Biosecurity grant a Section 7a exemption 

from the requirement for a resource consent under the Biosecurity Act. While the 

consent application was being assessed by the regulatory authorities MAF BNZ could 

direct the treatment provider to continue preparation for a Gemex™ treatment, 

including preparation of a site-specific Gemex™ Treatment Plan. 

2.12. Preparation of a  site-specific Gemex™ Treatment Plan 

A site-specific Gemex™ Treatment Plan (GTP) has to be based on up to date site-

assessment information (e.g., delimitation, water flows, amounts of periphyton cover, 

extent of macrophyte beds). Once the resource consent application is submitted MAF 

BNZ will decide whether to continue planning to attempt elimination, suppression or 
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containment of D. geminata and will engage the treatment provider to prepare a GTP 

(Figure 4). Preparation for a Gemex™ Treatment can continue up until a dye trial is 

required (being the first activity that will require regulatory approval). For example, an 

intensive delimitation survey will be required to determine the upstream starting point 

for a Gemex™ treatment (Section 4.5). Downstream sites may also be selected to 

continue to dose the waterway if it is determined that a GemexTM dose will be 

significantly diluted before an effective dose is delivered to infested areas. Data from 

the Control Study will be used to support these decisions (Clearwater et al. 2007a and 

b, Jellyman et al. 2006). Now that a small stream trial has been conducted in the South 

Island (pre-monitoring January 2007, treatment February 2007, post-treatment 

monitoring February-May 2007), information is available on spatial dosing efficacy, 

and non-target species and will be applied on a site-specific basis.     

Partners will be consulted on access points and waterway characteristics to select (a) 

treatment site(s). Initial estimates of flow volumes will allow assessment of the 

volume of GemexTM required, and thus determine the equipment needed to bring the 

biocide and application gear to the treatment site (e.g., vehicles, tanks, boats, 

helicopters). It is recommended that members of the GTT and the necessary 

contractors visit the treatment area as soon as possible to scope the catchment, and 

discuss selection of treatment site(s).  

Decontamination procedures must be followed for all staff and equipment entering the 

waterway(s). NIWA has already identified areas of the North Island that are at high 

risk of D. geminata establishing (Kilroy et al. 2005), and initial response planning will 

be focussed on these areas, although practicing with the application gear has been 

completed near Rotorua to reduce costs and travel time (see Section 3.4, Appendix 3). 

The spray contractor used for the dye trial in the North Island, has a set of application 

equipment ready for transport. In the South Island the spray contractor that applied 

Gemex™ in the field trial at Princhester Creek near Te Anau, also has application 

equipment packed and ready for transport to a treatment site. The location of the 

detection will dictate the scale of response needed (i.e., headwater tributaries will 

require less effort than rivers). 

The response will be much easier where site access is available by vehicle (e.g., 

kayaker transport scenario). Vehicle access will allow more personnel to be mobilised 

and allow more resources to be readily available (e.g., gear, biocide, etc.). Vehicle 

access to the site will allow for a much quicker and less expensive treatment option. 

Where site access is restricted, either a jet boat or a helicopter may be required to 

locate the upstream source of the alga. Using a boat might spread the alga upstream, 

therefore the boat would have to be used strategically within the known limits of the 

detection (e.g., put in the waterway upstream of the expected detection and moved 
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downstream only). When the upstream limit of D. geminata is determined, the 

logistical constraints on conducting Gemex™ Treatment can then be assessed.   

2.13. Refining information for Gemex™ Treatment Plan and site assessment 

Accurate flow data must be available for a successful river treatment with GemexTM. 

Once a treatment site is selected the GTT will assess the information available and 

decide if further detail or more recent information is needed (e.g., if flows at the time 

of the detection response are high or low). Physico-chemical data on pH, hardness and 

alkalinity of the river water should also be collected so that the GTT can determine if 

water quality could significantly alter the effectiveness of the GemexTM. The GTT 

should also decide, depending on the time and staff resources available, how pre-

treatment monitoring of the waterway and biota should be completed. Data from the 

small-scale river trial at Princhester Creek (Clearwater et al. 2007b) will be used to 

develop the pre- and post-treatment monitoring schedule (Section 4.10). 

2.14. Selection of treatment dose and quality control 

The optimal treatment dose should be based on the most recent data available from the 

Control Study (e.g., artificial channel trials of Gemex™ and field trial data) 

(Clearwater et al. 2007a and b, Jellyman et al. 2006). Current information is based on 

nominal and measured doses applied to artificial channels in the Stage 2, Phase 2 trials 

(Clearwater et al. 2007a), and nominal and measured concentrations present at 

efficacious sites in Princhester Creek in the Stage 3 small river trial (Clearwater et al. 

2007b).  

Calculations for river dosing must be completed separately by both the GTC and the 

GQC officer (see Section 4.8), then cross-checked.  

2.15. Submission of Gemex™ Treatment Plan to MAF Biosecurity New Zealand for 
approval 

The site-specific Gemex™ Treatment Plan (GTP) will be submitted to MAF BNZ for 

approval. Once MAF BNZ approves the GTP, MAF BNZ will deliver a copy of the 

plan to ERMA and notify relevant stakeholders (e.g., Partners, landowners), then 

NIWA will commence implementation of the plan. MAF BNZ reserves the right not to 

approve the GTP, and would notify affected parties.  
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2.16. Pre-treatment planning meeting for treatment personnel 

The GTT will hold a meeting in Hamilton for a North Island detection, or at an 

accessible location in the South Island for a South Island detection, prior to departure 

for the Gemex™ Treatment. Logistics for the Gemex™ treatment will be discussed 

and agreed upon. Equipment lists will be checked and roles and responsibilities for all 

GTT members will be reviewed and adjusted if necessary. The GTC will endeavour to 

include relevant stakeholders as guided by the MAF BNZ Didymo Operations 

Manager and will distribute the conclusions of the meeting to MAF BNZ immediately 

afterwards. MAF BNZ may have a representative at a planning meeting.   

2.17. Decontamination of personnel and equipment  

It is important that everyone associated with the Gemex™ treatment is well briefed on 

appropriate decontamination procedures. All people, working gear and equipment 

around the affected area must be decontaminated using methods approved by MAF 

BNZ. It is important that in the planning stages, adequate time and equipment are 

made available to follow the correct procedures.   

Logistical planning must include arrangements to decontaminate personnel and 

equipment at all stages of the Gemex™ Treatment. Individuals must be required to 

carry decontamination supplies during the pre- and post-treatment monitoring, and to 

move from upstream to downstream in the waterway to minimise any accidental 

spread of the alga (e.g., a 2% v/v bleach solution for at least one minute). Water 

quality monitoring equipment (e.g., pH meters) must be decontaminated between sites 

(a 5% (v/v) salt solution for at least one minute is recommended for instruments and 

nets). The contractors must comply with MAF BNZ current practices for 

decontamination of all equipment, clothing, vehicles and personnel. Thorough 

decontamination of equipment takes significant time so this should be factored into 

logistics. 

2.18. Reporting of  Gemex™ treatment results 

NIWA will regularly update MAF BNZ on the results of the Gemex™ Treatment and 

will make recommendations about any additional treatments and monitoring. At a 

minimum this will be a daily verbal update to the MAF BNZ Didymo Operations 

Manager for the 7 days from the beginning of the Gemex™ treatment. Ideally NIWA 

will supply MAF BNZ with a written update, potentially using a reporting template to 

simplify the process. A summary of post-treatment D. geminata cell counts will be 

submitted to MAF BNZ by NIWA in a short letter report format, along with a 

preliminary assessment of non-target toxicity effects within approximately 14 days of 
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the GemexTM treatment (or sooner if possible). NIWA will provide an assessment of 

whether a follow-up treatment(s) is likely to be necessary. Once the post-treatment 

monitoring is completed NIWA will submit a report of the Gemex™ Treatment to 

MAF BNZ.  As with the dye simulation trial, it is essential to photograph and maintain 

accurate records of work carried out throughout the Gemex™ Treatment. All 

personnel will be required to maintain accurate records of their activity (e.g., time and 

quantity of biocide applied, labelled samples and data collected). All data will be 

submitted to the GTC. Equally, it is important to record potential problems and 

mitigation procedures to update MAF BNZ’s risk and issues register. 
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3. Preparation for a North Island/high value site detection of D. geminata  

3.1. Preparation of Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan 

The first version of the Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan was prepared in 

October 2006, and Version 2 was produced in December 2006 updated with the results 

of the intensive trials of Gemex™ in the artificial stream channels (Control Study 

Stage 2 Phase 2) and a trial of the Gemex™ application equipment in November 2006 

using non-toxic marker dye (Section 3.4, Appendix 3). In addition an application to 

use Gemex™ in a Special Emergency was submitted to ERMA in December 2006 

(Section 3.5). A Gemex™ Treatment Team was also identified to ensure availability 

of personnel over the summer holiday period.   

The remainder of the information in following sections is NIWA’s current best 

estimate of requirements, and will change as plans are developed through consultation, 

information gathering and progress in the development of the control tool (e.g., field 

trial).  

3.2. NIWA Gemex™ Treatment Team and Coordinator 

A Gemex™ Treatment Team (GTT), a Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator (GTC), and a 

Gemex™ Quality Control (GQC) officer have been assigned to clarify roles and lines 

of communication within NIWA (Table 1). The GTC will be the project and scientific 

leader for assessing a waterway for treatment and conducting a Gemex™ treatment 

strategy and will be the primary contact for the MAF BNZ Didymo Operations 

Manager(s). The GQC will be required to fully understand and cross-check the 

calculations of Gemex™ and tracer dye volumes required for each Gemex™ 

application (see Section 4.8 for discussion of these tasks). 

3.3. Stockpile biocide 

GemexTM has been manufactured and stockpiled in preparation for an urgent North 

Island (1000 L, 2%, Waikato), or high value South Island site (1600 L, 2%, 

Southland), Gemex™ Treatment. The manufacturer recommends four weeks notice 

prior to supplying large quantities of Gemex™ (>2000 L), and would prefer that 

Gemex™ is stockpiled. Shorter delivery times may be possible depending on the 

availability of raw ingredients; equally raw ingredients may not be available and take 

six weeks to arrive in New Zealand.  
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Each batch must be allocated a batch reference number with accompanying 

certification of chemical analysis, volume produced and technician responsible. Field 

storage time is expected to be indefinite for a wide range of temperatures. The storage 

tanks must not be allowed to freeze. Each batch must be checked for possible 

precipitation of ingredients prior to use and a sample collected for quality assurance 

immediately prior to use.  

Once ingredients are available, enough GemexTM (4800 L) can be manufactured 

within 5 days of a request so that a 2 m³/s river could be treated for one hour at a 

concentration of 20 mg Cu/L (using 3% stock) for a single dose at one location (Table 

3). On-site manufacturing of GemexTM concentrate was considered but is not practical 

because Gemex™ has to be manufactured before transportation to ensure uniformity 

of biocide formulation and avoid logistical problems (e.g., sourcing clean water, 

running equipment required for preparing Gemex™). Alternatives to a liquid 

formulation have been considered (e.g., granular products to be mixed on-site) to 

reduce the logistical problems of transporting large quantities of liquid to inaccessible 

sites (e.g., via helicopter), but are not available at this stage of formulation 

development. 

GemexTM can be transported commercially almost anywhere within the North Island 

within three days after manufacture. Transport to the South Island may take up to 

seven working days.   
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Table 3: GemexTM volumes required for a one hour application of either 10 mg Cu/L, 15 mg/L 
or 20 mg/L chelated Cu treatment of rivers with different flows (m3/s) from either a  
2% concentrate (20.36 g Cu/L) or 3% concentrate (30.00 g Cu/L) of Gemex™.  Note 
that the concentrate units are 1000 times higher (g/L) than the river application rates 
(mg/L). These volumes are current estimates only, and, at the time when a treatment is 
required must be checked against the most recent data available (e.g., see Clearwater 
et al. 2007a, 2007b). Volume and flow rate calculations for the site specific treatment 
must be completed by both the Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator (GTC) and the 
Gemex™ Quality Control (GQC) officer and cross-checked (see Section 4.8). 

Application 
rate (mg 

Cu/L) 

River flow 
(m3/s) 

GemexTM volumes to be applied 
over 1 h (L) from a 2% 

concentrate (or 20.36 g Cu/L) 

GemexTM volumes to be applied 
over 1 h (L) from a 3% concentrate 

(or 30.00 g Cu/L) 

10 0.5 884 600 

 1 1 768 1 200 

 2 3 536 2 400 

 5 8 841 6 000 

 10 17 682 12 000 

15 0.5 1 326 900 

 1 2 652 1 800 

 2 5 305 3 600 

 5 13 261 9 000 

 10 26 523 18 000 

20 0.5 1 768 1 200 

 1 3 536 2 400 

 2 7 073 4 800 

 5 17 682  12 000 

 10 35 363 24 000 

3.4. Application equipment capacity and river application trial using dye 

In order to test the application equipment, NIWA conducted a river application trial in 

Hamurana Stream, Rotorua (Figure 5) using a non-toxic marker dye as a surrogate 

biocide (water + rhodamine dye) on 2nd November 2006. This was a simulation to test 

equipment readiness and capacity for treating a waterway with Gemex™ in the North 

Island. The report of the trial is available in Appendix 3. In addition, using the same 

methods trialled in the North Island, Gemex™ was successfully applied to Princhester 

Creek, Southland in February 2007 in the first field trial of the efficacy of Gemex™ 

against D. geminata in a natural waterway (Clearwater et al. 2007b).  
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Figure 5: Dye release at Hamurana Stream just starting.  

3.5. Application to ERMA for a Containment Approval for a Special Emergency and 
Resource Management Act requirements  

Regulatory approvals or exemptions must be received before an attempt to eliminate 

D. geminata could proceed. ERMA has granted an approval under Section 49B of the 

Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 (HSNO Act) to use Gemex™ to 

control or eradicate D. geminata in a Special Emergency (ERMA approval 

HSE06003, applied for by NIWA on behalf of MAF BNZ, and granted to MAF BNZ). 

For each new discovery of D. geminata MAF BNZ would need to check with ERMA 

that this approval would be applicable to the specific situation being considered for 

treatment. If ERMA agrees that approval HSE06003 is applicable to the current 

situation and MAF BNZ decides to attempt to eliminate D. geminata, then MAF BNZ 

would request that the Minister for Biosecurity declare a special emergency pursuant 

to Section 49B of the HSNO Act. This would allow the use of Gemex™ under the 

ERMA Special Emergency approval.  

In order to discharge a product such as Gemex™ into a natural waterway, the 

Resource Management Act 1991 must also be complied with. A discharge of a tracer 

dye also requires compliance. This could be either through a resource consent granted 
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by the relevant consent authority or through an exemption granted by the Minister for 

Biosecurity under section 7A of the Biosecurity Act. MAF Biosecurity New Zealand 

will investigate the use of a Section 7A exemption. NIWA will investigate what 

information is required and the timeframes needed to apply for and receive resource 

consent.  

3.6. Distribution of Gemex™ Treatment Plan 

The first and second versions of this plan were distributed to MAF BNZ and NIWA 

staff closely associated with the control study and delimitation surveys for comment 

and revisions to create the third version. The second version of the plan was submitted 

as supporting documentation for the application to ERMA for Containment Approval 

to use Gemex™ in a Special Emergency (Section 3.5). ERMA New Zealand 

distributed the second version to government departments for consultation prior to 

their decision and MAF BNZ may share Version 3 of this plan with partners and 

stakeholders for comment as part of preparedness planning. 
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4. Site-Specific Gemex™ treatment 

4.1. An overview of treatment of a waterway to eliminate or suppress D. geminata 

The major steps required for a Gemex™ treatment programme to attempt to eliminate  

or suppress D. geminata have been summarized in a four point plan (Table 4). An 

indicative list of major tasks and a timeline to conduct these is in Section 2.9 (Figure 

4). 

Data from the Stage 3 Phase 1 field trial of Gemex™ in Princhester Creek indicate 

that elimination or suppression of D. geminata is possible if the alga is in the early 

stages of infestation (i.e., primarily non visible, with small numbers of 1-10 mm sized 

colonies in the biofilm) because no live cells were found 42 d post-treatment at a site 

250 m downstream from the treatment point where, pre-treatment, the infestation was 

in the primarily non-visible stage (Clearwater et al. 2007b). Results from other sites 

where D. geminata mats were well-established indicate that a waterway treatment with 

a single application of GemexTM (a chelated copper formulation) for one hour at 20 

mg/L as chelated copper (Cu) will reduce D. geminata viability to ≤5% for at least 

three weeks up to 3.4 km downstream (or possibly further) from the application point 

if the alga is present in 1-6 mm thick mats. Viability suppression could potentially 

extend as far as 5 km downstream if the Gemex™ treatment is not diluted by non-

treated tributaries. After three weeks, D. geminata cell viability increased but cell 

density remained low and other algal species dominated the non-living D. geminata 

stalk material that remained after the Gemex™ treatment. Data from the river trial 

indicate this situation persists for at least eleven weeks post-treatment, providing the 

opportunity for the old D. geminata stalk material to degrade and be removed by a 

high flow event in the waterway (i.e., flow sufficient to cause bed movement and 

scouring of the algal mats).  

More detail on the results of the trial and non-target species effects of Gemex™ is 

available (Appendix 2, Clearwater et al. 2007b). 
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Table 4: Four point plan for an attempt to eliminate D. geminata (continued overleaf). d/s = downstream, u/s = upstream. 
Factor Issue Assessment method Assessment criteria Comm ent
1.Site 
Characterisation

Delimitation Multi-site sampling over 
length of main river and 
tributaries

Microscopic &/or genetic examination of field 
samples, D. geminata  biomass estimates 
during delimitation survey, AND estimates of 
organic matter in waterway.

Expert assessment must be undertaken, using NIWA protocols to obtain all 
information required. May require repeat sampling after floods. Information is 
time-dependent and limits will require updating after 4- 6 weeks.

River environment Maps, local knowledge, site 
survey including assessment 
of substrate

Key factors are: river structure (runs, riffles, 
pools); backwater areas; bank flooding 
areas; levels of organic matter (biofilms, 
macrophytes, woody debris).

River structure affects dispersion of short-term doses. Organic matter adsorbs 
Gemex™ and limits downstream efficacy.

River flow & tributary 
information

Monitoring stations, field 
gaugings or tracer dye 
hydrology

Measured flows are required rather than 
water yield calculations.

Historic flow records are also required to provide assessment of likely flow 
variability and inter-flood durations. This information will be used to establish 
the best treatment time.

Travel time Databases, rating curves, 
tracer dye measurement.

Determine water velocity and assess likely 
effects on dosing.

A dye measurement can provide both dilution and travel time information.

Water quality Field sampling Key measures: hardness, alkalinity, pH, 
temperature, dissolved organic carbon

Hardness affects toxicity, alkalinity regulates pH buffering (Gemex™ is acidic so 
reduces river pH). Low temperature rivers (<10ºC) may reduce efficacy of 
treatment.

2. Treatment 
strategy

U/s treatment site location Intensive delimitation 
immediately before 
treatment

Microscopic & genetic examination of field 
samples, combined with risk assessment 
based on site characteristics.

If elimination  is the goal, it is essential to treat u/s of the D. geminata.  Move 
further u/s if transport u/s likely (e.g., via stock in river).

Require additional 
applications at d/s treatment 
sites? 

Maps, and site scoping, 
organic matter assessment, 
flow information

Expected reach distance to maintain 
Gemex™ target dose is 0.5 to 1 km. Off-
target doses may be effective on early stage 
infestation much further downstream (e.g., 4-
8 km). 

Instream removal rate will dictate distance downstream where next sequential 
dosing site must be located. The dose is affected by dispersion, dilution and 
adsorption - each of which are site-specific. The presence of organic matter 
(e.g., D. geminata  mats or macrophyte beds) is particularly important. The 
measured adsorption rates in Princhester Creek trial ranged from 12 - 39%/km.

Location of monitoring sites As above Monitor at distance d/s where target and off-
target doses expected.

Also monitor where non-target species effects might occur.

Travel time Tracer dye application Estimates of travel times can be obtained 
using oranges, prior to dye application.

A dye measurement will provide both dilution and travel time information.

D/s lime dosing below 
infestation reach for 
additional fish protection (if 
required)

Simple dosing. Location: 
below treatment zone and 
upstream of sensitive 
freshwater ecosystems.

Calculated dosing to generate "very hard" 
waters and thus reduce the acute toxicity to 
aquatic species.

Natural adsorption processes may reduce Cu concentrations to below acute 
guideline levels in sufficient distance. However, if sensitive ecosystems are 
present then lime dosing might increase protection, but needs to be tested for 

GemexTM. Will add logistic and equipment costs. Process would need to be 
included in Resource Consent application.

Gemex™ neutralisation 
downstream if high 
sensitivity environments

Precision dosing. Location: 
below treatment zone and 
upstream of highly sensitive 
freshwater ecosystems.

Calculated dosing to bind Cu and eliminate 
all downstream effects on aquatic species.

Neutralisation is theoretically possible but has not been evaluated for Gemex™. 
Will add logistical, chemical and equipment costs.  Process would need to be 
ERMA approved and included in Resource Consent application.
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Table 4: (continued) 
Factor Issue Assessment method Assessment criteria Comm ent
3. Dosing Dose infested reach with 

'target' Gemex™ dose, and 
lime/neutralisation if part of 
strategy

Precision dosing with 
monitoring 

Quantitative measurement of Gemex™ and 
tracer dye application rates, calibrated to 
river flows gauged just prior to treatment. 
Tracer dye provides quantification of 
downstream dispersion, dilution and 
adsorption when combined with [Cu] 
measurements.

"Target dose"  for ELIMINATION is a Gemex™ application to give 10-20 mg 
Cu/L for 1 hour. "Non-target dose"  defines exposures which are significantly 
outside of this range based on either concentration reduction or increased 
exposure time. Field measurements of tracer dye are available. Field 
measurements of copper are available and should be evaluated for Gemex™. 

Multi-site dosing over 
infestation reach if required

Measurement of in-stream 
[Cu] during dosing against 
D. geminata distribution and 
post-treatment viability.

(i) Field sampling and measurements of 
confirm Gemex™ concentration in target 
range for each of study reaches; (ii) Time 
between dosing of sequential reaches to be 
established in initial assessment.

It might be possible to measure chelated [Cu] in GemexTM in the field, thereby 
eliminating delays. Sequential dosing may occur immediately Gemex™ peak 
passes; with varying time delays. Delays will add substantially to the logistics 
and should be considered in the site-specific planning, however rapid 
sequential dosing has significant  non-target toxicity risks. 

4. Efficacy Efficacy of treatment Chemical monitoring for 
target dose of Gemex™

Tracer dye and chemical analyses for 

GemexTM to ensure target dose achieved.

Assess for multiple locations in infested area.

Didymosphenia geminata 
viability

Elimination All samples negative for live D. geminata  in 
at least two (preferably more) intensive 
delimitation surveys post-treatment.

Monitor at 21 d post-treatment, or when regrowth expected/possible. Definition 
of elimination is absence of live cells 6 months post-treatment.

Repeat dosing Viability assessment Live cells remain 15-21d post-treatment . Repeat Gemex™ dosing may be required on 2 or 3 subsquent occasions to 
achieve elimination.

Non-target biota Quantitative adverse effects 
measures on species or 
communities of fish & 
macroinvertebrates. 

Site-specific and dependent on management 
goals as well as ecological effects, a short-
term negative impact will probably be 
acceptable if longer term recovery inevitable.

Use of in situ  measurements with caged organisms (e.g., fish, shellfish) are 
recommended as a useful approach to quantify non-target species effects -and 
to supplement assessment of resident community. Differential effects on trout 
and galaxiids expected. Juvenile trout much more sensitive, some level of 
adverse effects expected, see Princhester results in Stage 3 report.

Humans Qualitative based on water 
chemistry.

Drinking water guideline of 2 mg/L. Short dosing duration results in elevated water concentration (5-10x above 
drinking water guideline for 1 - 4 hours and a reduced pH (to 3.9) for 1 - 2 
hours. The contact exposure risk is minimal and drinking water exposure should 
be managed by closure of supplies for the dosing period followed by an 8 hour 
flushing period.

Livestock Qualitative based on water 
chemistry.

Drinking water guideline of 2 mg/L. Restriction of abstraction for drinking water supply as above, and restriction of 
stock access.
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4.2. Gemex™  treatment strategies  

The selection of the target Gemex™ concentration will be site-specific and will 

depend on the goals of the treatment. Data from the small river trial suggests that if 

elimination of D. geminata is the goal, an initial in-stream target concentration of 20 

mg Cu/L is recommended, although this will have to be balanced against the site 

specific potential for fish mortalities downstream. In the small river trial the instream 

loss of Gemex™ due to adsorption to organic matter (e.g., D. geminata mats) was 

slightly lower than anticipated, leading to prolonged exposure to moderate 

concentrations of Gemex™ 1.9 km downstream, and contributing to significant trout 

mortality. This will be a significant factor in other waterways and may be exacerbated 

in the treatment of an early stage infestation where D. geminata mats have not yet 

established, and therefore large amounts of organic matter are not present to adsorb 

the Gemex™ as it disperses downstream. The negative effects on trout might 

however, be considered an acceptable impact, if the outcome were elimination or 

suppression of D. geminata. 

If the goal of the treatment is suppression of established D. geminata mats, lower 

concentrations of Gemex™ might be effective; data from the small river trial show 

that a one hour dose of 5 mg Cu/L (as chelated Cu) resulted in decreased cell viability 

for 6 weeks post-treatment but also caused significant trout mortality probably due to 

exposure at circum-neutral pH (see Appendix 2 for more detail).  

Another consideration is the distance or area of waterway to be treated. Analysis of 

the small river trial indicates that D. geminata viability can be substantially reduced 

3.4 km downstream for three weeks post-treatment (greater control might have been 

possible had there not been substantial dilution by a tributary just upstream of this 

location). If, for example, the goal is suppression of D. geminata 10-15 km 

downstream, strategies such as additional downstream dosing could be employed. 

Additional dosing could be managed by three approaches: 

1. Supplementing the initial plume of Gemex™ as it moves downstream and is 

diluted, dispersed and adsorbed. This strategy has the risk of causing 

exposures to high concentrations of Gemex™ for >2 hours due to dispersion 

of the treatment plume as it moves downstream. This strategy will be most 

appropriate if low doses are being used or in higher hardness waters where 

there is a greater margin of safety for non-target species or if negative effects 

on non-target species are considered an acceptable cost of the treatment. 

2. Dosing downstream once the first plume has passed, thus reducing most of the 

risks of the previous approach. Downstream doses could be applied after 
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downstream water samples were analysed to confirm the distance downstream 

that the target dose was achieved. It would probably take at least 48 hours for 

water sample analysis (Cu concentrations) during which time effects on D. 

geminata viability could be measured then used to decide whether additional 

Gemex™ application was required. Cumulative effects of multiple exposures 

on non-target species are likely, but would be decreased by longer intervals 

between applications.   

3. Neutralisation of the initial Gemex™ dose at a location where the plume is 

diluted to a point where it no longer has the desired efficacy against D. 

geminata or it has effects on non-target species that should be mitigated. Once 

the initial plume is neutralised, a second Gemex™ dose could be applied to 

the waterway downstream of the first. Neutralisation of Gemex™ has not 

been tested, but is technically feasible. Another approach could be addition of 

lime (as Ca(OH)2) to decrease the toxicity of Gemex™ to non-target species 

by increasing hardness and alkalinity; effectiveness against D. geminata might 

also be reduced. Laboratory testing would be required to determine the 

margins of safety that could be achieved with lime. Field testing would be 

required to determine if lime also reduced the toxicity of Gemex™ to D. 

geminata. Lime application is likely to be a low risk mitigation strategy 

because of the low toxicity of this compound (Clearwater 2005). 

Mechanical removal of the mats has been considered, if for example the mats are 

present over a very limited area (e.g., 10-20 m2), but it is considered likely that the D. 

geminata cells will readily detach from the stalk material under stress, therefore 

attempts to physically remove the mats could end up spreading the alga downstream.  

4.3. Site-specific considerations for treatment strategy 

The treatment strategy used in a waterway will be site-specific, dependent primarily 

on: 

1. The biomass of D. geminata present and the extent of the infestation. The 

earlier the infestation is detected, the greater the chances of elimination. If 

visible mats are present it is likely that only suppression or containment could 

be achieved with Gemex™. 

2. The amount of organic matter  present in the waterway (e.g., periphyton mats, 

macrophyte beds, silty sediment). The more organic matter present, the more 

quickly Gemex™ will be removed from the water by adsorption, thereby 

reducing the distance downstream that receives the target Gemex™ dose.   
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3. The goal of the treatment. If elimination is the goal, follow-up applications of 

Gemex™ will probably be required along with intensive surveillance of the 

treated area and neighbouring areas to detect any regrowth of D. geminata 

and decide on future applications. If suppression is the goal it may be 

sufficient to treat with Gemex™ only when suppression is required (e.g., 

prior to trout spawning season to ensure weed-free substrate is available for 

redds).  

If, for example, the goal of the Gemex™ treatment is elimination in a 9 km stretch of 

river, then additional Gemex™ applications would probably be required every 3 km to 

achieve target doses throughout the infested area particularly if large amounts of 

organic matter are present in the waterway. However, lower doses might be effective 

downstream if the D. geminata infestation is in the very early stages. Likewise if there 

were minimal periphyton mats present (e.g., biofilm only), and minimal dilution by 

tributaries the target Gemex™ dose might be achieved up to 5 km downstream. The 

initial set of applications might have to be followed up by one more set of applications 

anywhere from three weeks to three months later to finally achieve elimination 

depending on the results of delimitation surveillance after the first set of applications.  

Ideally the Gemex™ applications will occur: 

1. As soon as D. geminata is first detected. 

2. If post-treatment monitoring indicates D. geminata is becoming re-established 

in the treatment area (e.g., approximately 21 days post-treatment). Ideally a 

second and third treatment would occur when mats are significantly degraded 

(e.g., immediately after a flood event that scours out mats).   

Because the factors that influence the in-stream Gemex™ dose are so site-specific, 

and will also vary within a waterway, each application of Gemex™ must be followed 

by an assessment of Cu concentrations achieved at downstream monitoring sites (i.e., 

dose information) (see Section 4.9) matched with D. geminata viability data at the 

same locations (i.e., response information) (see Section 4.10). These dose-response 

data will be used to decide if another application of Gemex™ is required downstream 

to achieve the treatment goals. This process should be repeated after each Gemex™ 

application until the entire stretch of infested waterway has been treated. Good 

planning would allow rapid analysis of water samples for Cu concentrations so that 

subsequent downstream Gemex™ applications could be completed within 48-72 hours 

of one another.  
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4.4. Application method and application equipment 

Current plans are to place a sub-surface chemical diffuser6 across the width of the 

waterway at the treatment location, though the nature of the discharge system will 

necessarily change in relation to the river size and distance upstream of the target area 

(Figure 6). This system (based on a flexible hose) is easy to use in a wide variety of 

stream bed sizes and shapes.  

The dye trial at Hamurana Stream (see Appendix 3 for details) showed the equipment 

used was satisfactory for pumping rates of 70 L/min and a total volume of 4000 L, 

which would be sufficient for a 1.1 m3/s river flow treated at 20 mg Cu/L (as chelated 

Cu) Gemex™ (2% stock) for a 1 hour period7 (Table 3). These volumes of Gemex™ 

can be transported to a treatment site on a small truck (depending on ease of access). If 

required, empty tanks could be moved close to the riverside, and then filled with 

Gemex™ by a recharge pump from tanks on trucks located further from the river. 

Smaller volumes can be dosed by diluting the Gemex™ on-site. 

The maximum pump capacity of the equipment is 450 L/min, which is sufficient for a 

7.6 m3/s river treated at 20 mg Cu/L (as chelated Cu) Gemex™ (2% stock) for a 1 

hour period. The total volume to pump for this scenario would be 27,000 L so the 

most difficult task would be to get such a large volume of Gemex™ on site. A large 

household plastic drinking water tank holds 25,000L and could be moved on-site 

empty, and filled from smaller loads.  

Application equipment and large volumes of the biocide can also be transported to 

remote locations with difficult access. The two contractors (Aqua-Ag and Lakeland 

Helicopters) have a large range of equipment available between them (e.g., boats, 

helicopters, tanker trucks) and consider it feasible to transport 10,000 L to a remote 

treatment site. It is possible that a D. geminata infestation will occur at a remote 

location accessed via helicopter by fishermen touring New Zealand. A large helicopter 

(Bell UHIH) has a transport capacity of a 1.8 tonne lift or ~ 1,000 L Gemex™ at a 

time.  

The volumes involved make it a more practical option if Gemex™ was formulated as 

a more concentrated solution versus the current stock of 2%, or 20.36 g Cu/L. The 

manufacturer has established that the Gemex™ stock concentrate can be increased to a 

maximum concentration of 3% Cu. This helps reduce the volumes required, compared 

to a 2% solution, by a factor of 1.47x (Table3).  

                                                      
6 This apparatus has been likened to a sophisticated “leaky fire hose” (e.g., a slotted pipe), 
calibrated to release the chemical evenly across the river width. 
7 Or a 2 m3/s river treated at 20 mg Cu/L for 1 hour using 3% stock 
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Figure 6:  Sub-surface chemical diffuser consisting of a 20 m delivery hose with 18 outlets, to be 
positioned across a waterway. 

 

An equipment list for a Gemex™ treatment is included (Appendix 1) and the spray 

contractor stores the application equipment pallet-ready for rapid transport.  

4.5. Selection of the initial treatment site 

At time of writing this report, the presence or absence of D. geminata can be 

demonstrated by collection and microscopic analysis of delimitation samples (net and 

benthic) according to methods described by Duncan et al. (2007b) and Kilroy (2007) 

or by collection and analysis for genetic material (Duncan et al. 2007a, Cary et al., 

2007). It is important that the most recent protocols for both collection and analysis 

are followed exactly whether the samples are analysed by microscopic inspection or 

for genetic material, otherwise important information will not be collected and both 

false positive and false negative identifications will occur; sampling will have to be 

repeated, wasting time and other resources. Protocols are be available on the MAF 

BNZ website (www.biosecurity.govt.nz/didymo). Visual inspection of colonies or 
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periphyton mats is not sufficient because even experienced field staff have difficulty 

identifying D. geminata in periphyton mats or as early colonies; both false positive 

and false negative identifications from visual inspections have occurred. In addition, 

in the early stages of establishment, D. geminata can be present as low numbers of 

cells in biofilms covering substrate (e.g., cobbles) in a waterway and would only be 

detected by microscopic inspection of samples (or more sensitive techniques).  

Selection of the treatment point(s), will depend on the goal of the treatment 

programme. If the goal is elimination the treatment point must be above the upstream 

limit of D. geminata, and guidance for selecting this location is given below. If the 

goal of treatment is suppression or containment then locations downstream might be 

chosen although this will compromise the ability to achieve a lasting result in the 

waterway.    

In order to select a treatment point for elimination, there should be significant 

investment in repeated, intensive delimitation of the D. geminata on the waterway to 

be treated, in the week immediately prior to the treatment. To determine the latest 

upstream limit of D. geminata, it is recommended that monitoring take place at 

locations 3, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0.25 km upstream of the highest known infestation point, and 

that the treatment occurs 0.5 km above any D. geminata positive locations. This is 

despite the fact that it is desirable to minimise the upstream distance from the D. 

geminata in order to reduce the instream loss of biocide and potential non-target 

species effects, because this must be balanced against the vital requirement that the 

treatment occurs above the upper limit of the infestation, particularly if the goal is 

elimination, rather than merely suppression of the alga. The selection of the treatment 

point (above the upper limit determined by microscopic analysis of samples) will also 

depend on logistical considerations such as stream access, but should also take into 

account factors such as stock movement, or human activity in the waterway that may 

have moved the alga upstream of the visible infestation. The more likely this upstream 

transport is, the higher up the waterway the treatment point should be located relative 

to the known limit of the infestation. Rock scrapings and modified plankton nets 

should be used to sample for the upstream D. geminata limit according to methods 

described by Duncan et al. (2007a or b). 

Once the most upstream treatment site is selected, one or more downstream treatment 

sites might be required, depending on the site-specific Gemex™ treatment strategy 

discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Dose-response data from the initial application 

collected by monitoring during (Section 4.9) and immediately after the application 

(Section 4.10) will be used to decide on the location of downstream treatment sites if 

they are required.  
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4.6. Determining flow rates  

River gauging must be undertaken either by conventional current meter measurements 

or dye gauging to determine the flow (m3/s) in the river, and predict how much dye 

will be required for a dye trial and how much Gemex™ will be required on the 

treatment day. Predictions will be improved by examination of long-term flow records 

(e.g., 10-year hydrograph) to determine the potential variation in river flows at the 

time of the Gemex™ treatment (e.g., if rainfall occurs the night before treatment).  

The river gauging must also be undertaken on the treatment day unless the water 

flows are accurately monitored and have not changed since the previous gauging. The 

accuracy of the flow data will determine the accuracy of the in-stream Gemex™ 

dosing. 

4.7. Pre-treatment dye trial to estimate Gemex™ travel times 

NIWA recommends that a full 60 minute trial application using dye must be 

completed prior to the first Gemex™ application in each new waterway to predict 

travel times for the Gemex™ arrival and duration of the dose at multiple downstream 

monitoring sites.  Tracking the pulse of dye through the river will give information on: 

 

1. river flow, dispersion and dilution at downstream sites; 

2. predicted travel times of the Gemex™ dose through the river which is 

essential information required to time validation sampling at downstream 

monitoring sites. 

 

A dye trial will have the added benefit of allowing a test run of the application 

equipment, and showing if pumping rates need to be adjusted to achieve a one hour 

pulse of Gemex™. 

Prior to the application of Gemex™ at Princhester Creek the rate of transport of the 

Gemex™ plume downstream was estimated by adding oranges to the waterway and 

timing their travel past the planned monitoring points –this gives an estimate of the 

arrival of the plume only, but is very useful for planning a dye trial. A quantitative dye 

trial (using the non-toxic marker dye, rhodamine) was used the day prior to the 

Gemex™ application to accurately estimate the arrival of the Gemex™ dose at each 

monitoring point as well as the duration of the tail of the dose (travel times). This 

information is required because the duration of the Gemex™ exposure will increase as 

the Gemex™ dose moves downstream and is spread out by dispersion and dilution; at 

the same time the Gemex™ dose will decrease due to adsorption and dilution. The dye 

travel times are used to plan the Gemex™ treatment monitoring schedule to efficiently 

sample the water to measure the in-stream dose achieved at multiple locations 

downstream. Measurements of the in-stream Gemex™ dose will be used to determine 

whether further applications are required to achieve the treatment goal. 
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The techniques chosen (e.g., sampling frequency) to determine travel times for the 

Gemex™ plume will depend on the detail required from the stream monitoring data. 

At the very least, a full test run of the application equipment using a tanker of stream 

water should be undertaken to ensure accurate dosing of Gemex™.  

4.8. Gemex™ application and calculation of quantities required 

Prior to the treatment, personnel, equipment (including decontamination supplies), and 

the GemexTM, will be transported to the site using trucks (preferably), boats or 

helicopters. A river gauging must be undertaken on the day of the treatment to 

determine the flow (m3/s) in the waterway, and determine how much Gemex™ is 

required for the desired dose (Table 3).   

A tracer dye may be included in the GemexTM application, or immediately beforehand 

to allow immediate confirmation of plume travel times and strategic water sampling to 

measure Gemex™ concentrations. The contractor will provide guidance as to whether 

the biocide will need to be redistributed into larger tanks for distribution by the 

pumping equipment (a fire dam must not be used because of potential for 

contamination of the product and the soil, and for a chemical reaction between the soil 

and the product possibly causing precipitation of the product). Ideally the GemexTM 

will be applied to the river by pumping directly from the transport containers (e.g., 

1000 L containers) so that handling is minimized. The volume of GemexTM required 

will depend on the river flow rates (Table 3) and the stock concentration of Gemex™. 

The manufacturer has established that the Gemex™ stock concentrate can be 

increased from a 2% stock (20.36 g Cu/L) to a maximum concentration of 3% Cu. 

This helps reduce the volumes required, compared to a 2% solution, by a factor of 

1.47x (Table 3). The contractor has pumps available that can pump at 18-460 L/min; 

two pumps could be used for applications requiring larger volumes. Low pumping 

rates of 5-40 L/min will be desirable for streams of up to 0.5 m3/s. Alternatively, the 

chemical can be diluted on-site to allow higher pumping rates.  

Prior to commencing the application, all data and calculations relating to the river flow 

(m3/s), Gemex™ and rhodamine dye volumes (L), dilutions, and pumping rates must 

be checked and verified by the GTC, GQC and the person responsible for operating 

the dosing equipment (Gemex™ applicator (GA)); a data sheet should be signed by 

the GTC, GQC and GA confirming this has taken place (e.g., Tables 5a and 5b)(see 

Section 3.2 and 4.8 regarding roles for GTC, GQC, and GA). 
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Table 5a:  Template for a checklist of data and calculations required prior to commencing a 
Gemex™ treatment of a waterway.  This datasheet and the following template should 
be signed by the GTC, GQC and GQ of the Gemex™ Treatment Team (GTT) to 
verify calculations have been independently checked. Ensure that the correct units (on 
the data sheet) are used for all calculations. X = dilution factor, e.g., 10X. 

CHECKLIST FOR GEMEX™ TREATMENT OF A WATERWAY 

Location:  

Date  

Responsibility Name Initials 

Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator (GTC)   

Gemex™ Quality Control (GQC)   

Gemex™ Applicator (GA)   

Data Verification Units Value GTC GQC GA 

River Flow (cumecs) m3/s     

Desired waterway concentration (ppm) mg Cu/L     

Stock Gemex™ Batch Number(s)  ---     

Stock Gemex™ Batch Concentration (s) (ppt) g Cu/L     

Gemex™ Dilution  X     

Riverside Tank Gemex™ concentration (ppt) g Cu/L     

Stock Rhodamine Concentration (ppt) g/L     

Rhodamine Dilution X     

Riverside Tank Rhodamine  concentration  g/L     

In-stream blank fluorometer reading ---     

Calculations for dosing  Calculation Value Units 

 River flow (m3/sec) x 3600 =  m3/hour  

[e.g., 0.5 m3/s x 3600 =1800 m3/hour] 

   

Desired concentration x mg/L ≡ x g/m3  [e.g., 20 mg/L = 20 g/m3]    

Riverside tank concentration (g Cu/L) =  

Stock concentration (g/L) ÷ dilution factor 

[e.g., 20 g/L ÷ 2x = 10 g Cu/L] 

   

Mass Cu required (g Cu/hour) = 

River Flow (m3/hour) x Desired dose (g/m3)  

[e.g.,1800 m3/h x 20 g/m3 = 36,000 g Cu/hour] 

   

Volume Gemex™ required from Riverside Tank (L/hour) = Mass 

Cu required ( g Cu/hour ) ÷ Riverside Tank  Concentration (g Cu/L) 

[e.g., 36,000 g/hour ÷ 10 g Cu/L = 3600 L/hour] 

   

Flow rate from riverside tank (L/min) = Volume per hour (L/hour) ÷ 

60 min/hour [e.g., 3600 L/hour ÷60 min/hour = 60 L/min] 

   

Cross-check of calculated doses against dosing table (Table 3)    
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Table 5b:  Template for a checklist of actions required prior to commencing a Gemex™ 
treatment of a waterway, and notes on the dosing protocol. This datasheet and the 
preceding template should be signed by the GTC, GQC and GQ of the Gemex™ 
Treatment Team to verify all stocks have been sampled prior to commencing the 
Gemex™ application to a waterway.  

CHECKLIST FOR GEMEX™ TREATMENT OF A WATERWAY 

Location:  

Date  

Responsibility Name Initials 

Gemex™ Treatment Coordinator   

Gemex™ Quality Control   

Gemex™ Applicator   

Verification of Actions  GTC GQC GA 

Gemex™ stock subsampled     

Gemex™ riverside tanks subsampled    

Rhodamine stock subsampled    

Rhodamine riverside tank subsampled    

Dosing Notes       

Time Gemex™ Start     

Time Gemex™ Finish     

Time Rhodamine Start     

Time Rhodamine Finish     

Notes re dosing (e.g., equipment problems?)  
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All of the equipment will be prepared for the treatment, and, based on travel times for 

the Gemex™ plume, monitoring personnel will be distributed up- and downstream of 

the treatment location to conduct monitoring (i.e., water sampling, invertebrate and 

fish sampling) prior to, during and after the treatment. Monitoring staff will be issued 

with communication equipment suitable to the location (e.g., hand-held radios). Once 

the equipment is ready, relevant staff will be notified and the GemexTM application 

will commence.  

4.9. Monitoring during the Gemex™ application 

The biocidal efficacy of the Gemex™ on thick D. geminata mats is dependent on a 

relatively narrow concentration window. In a river application there are 3 major areas 

of loss of biocide concentration following initial mixing: (i) dilution from downstream 

tributaries or groundwater inflow (ii) dispersion, which increases with distance 

downstream and is highest when large backwater areas are present, or when stream 

heterogeneity is high (e.g., braiding, pools across part of stream profile) and (iii) 

adsorption of biocide to organic matter in the river. Thus the concentration of active 

ingredient must be validated by sampling at downstream sites (with either in situ 

measurements or subsequent chemical measurements). A rapid in situ method of 

confirming target dilutions immediately downstream of the application point is to 

apply the dye tracer immediately upstream/downstream of the Gemex™ application or 

to include a dye tracer (e.g., Rhodamine) in the biocide formulation8. Portable probes 

and discrete water sampling by manual or automated samplers can then be used to 

provide initial on-site assessments of target concentrations. These were used very 

successfully at Princhester Creek. An ability to provide onsite measurements of 

Gemex™ copper concentrations would be highly desirable in relation to determining 

the need for, and location of, multiple dosing points. The alternatives for analysis 

include ion-specific Cu electrodes and portable spectrophotometers. Presently we have 

not determined the accuracy with which Cu concentrations can be determined for the 

chelated Cu in Gemex™, using these approaches.  

Product efficacy and effects on non-target species may also be expected to be affected 

by water pH, hardness and alkalinity, which could alter chelated Cu uptake and 

toxicity. These parameters should be measured in the river system and at selected 

downstream locations so their influence on treatment efficacy can be accounted for. 

On the other hand, the GemexTM formulation of chelated Cu was selected because it is 

stable across the range of water quality parameters expected in areas where D. 

                                                      
8 Technical advice is being sought on whether the Rhodamine dye should be added directly to 
the GemexTM, or if it should be applied separately. Until this issue is resolved, it is 
recommended that the dye is applied to the waterway alongside (e.g., immediately upstream of) 
the GemexTM. 
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geminata infestation could occur. Water hardness is the parameter likely to have the 

greatest effect on toxicity to non-target species.  

The fate of the active Gemex™ component (i.e., chelated Cu) must be determined for 

any application. This will involve distant downstream sampling (water and sediments) 

and the extent of monitoring will depend on the expected dilution factors and the 

ecological sensitivity of the receiving environments. The dye tracer will aid in rapidly 

targeting the extent of downstream exposures. 

It is anticipated that in the event of a heavy infestation of D. geminata (i.e., in the 

presence of thick mats) multiple applications of Gemex™ will be required to achieve 

elimination. These monitoring requirements must be undertaken for each of these 

occasions. 

Recommendations: 

(i) Plume travel times should be established prior to Gemex™ application.  

Downstream sampling will be optimised, and analysis numbers reduced.  

The use of a tracer dye will help achieve this goal.  

(ii)  The river should be sampled for hardness, alkalinity and pH at sites 

upstream and downstream of the discharge location prior to the initial 

application (these parameters are unlikely to change significantly over 

short time frames). 

(iii)  Downstream water sampling must be taken for confirmation of target  

biocide concentrations using a systematic sampling regime. Tracer dye 

should be included in the Gemex™ formulation or applied immediately 

prior to/alongside the GemexTM application, to permit initial estimates of 

Gemex™ dilution close to the application point, rapid in situ confirmation 

of plume travel times and strategic water sampling to measure Gemex™ 

concentrations. 

(iv) Distant downstream sampling (with locations selected according to 

expected dilution factors) should be undertaken to confirm the extent of 

potential impacts of the application. 

4.10. Pre- and post-treatment monitoring of the Gemex™ treatment site 

Baseline samples should be collected at various points in the waterway up- and 

downstream of the treatment point to establish background conditions of the waterway 
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at whatever level of detail is necessary. Monitoring could include concentrations of Cu 

in the water, sediments, algae, invertebrates and fish. At the very least water samples 

should be collected upstream of the treatment point to establish water hardness and 

alkalinity. In particular, water hardness will probably have a significant effect on 

Gemex™ toxicity to aquatic biota, although the degree of this effect is not well 

understood. It is well-established that increased hardness protects against toxicity of 

the Cu2+ ion (Meyer et al. 2007), however Gemex™ is a chelated Cu formulation 

which reduces its acute toxicity to aquatic biota by a factor of approximately 500-fold, 

and means that virtually none of the Cu should be present as Cu2+ ions.   

Other parameters that could be measured include pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen 

(DO), conductivity, dissolved organic carbon, and Cu concentrations. 

Treating a waterway requires pre- and post-treatment monitoring to evaluate whether 

the biocide has changed the environment, to determine which ecosystem components 

(if any) are affected, and to estimate the magnitude of any adverse effects. In addition 

the distribution of the GemexTM must be monitored to determine how much the 

product is diluted, and how quickly the chelated copper is removed from the water by 

organic matter (e.g., D. geminata mats). This information will be matched with D. 

geminata survival/mortality measures to determine effective doses.  

Evaluating change in environmental conditions is difficult because of numerous 

natural stochastic processes causing variation in a waterway. To evaluate potential 

environmental impacts the best approach uses comparative methods. A comparative 

method uses a before and after design to assess impacts. To account for problems of 

natural change, the impacted area is paired with a control (unimpacted) area (e.g., 

upstream). This approach is known as a BACI (Before-After Control-Impact) model 

(Stewart-Oaten et al. 1986).   

Ideally a BACI-type design will be used to monitor algae (especially D. geminata) and 

invertebrate communities. Selection of the monitoring sites will be based on waterway 

characteristics such as the location of the treatment point relative to visible D. 

geminata colonies and tributaries, as well as the upstream limit of the infestation. 

Based on the results from Princhester Creek an initial recommendation is that sites 

100-200 m both upstream and downstream of the treatment point are sampled as well 

as locations 1000, 2000, 3500, 5000 and 7000 m downstream of the treatment point. If 

there is a lot of organic matter present in the waterway (e.g., thick periphyton mats or 

macroalgal beds), monitoring sites should be located closer to the treatment point 

because more Gemex™ will be adsorbed from the water than if minimal organic 

matter is present (e.g., biofilms only). Sampling for different ecosystem components 

should be carried out on different time scales (Table 6). It is considered likely that the 
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earliest time pre-sampling could be started is two weeks prior to the Gemex™ 

treatment because every effort will be made to commence the eradication attempt as 

soon as possible. The design and intensity of the monitoring programme should be 

based on the amount of detail required about pre- and post-treatment effects. A 

minimal set of monitoring is identified (Table 6). 

For example, periphyton could be sampled (5 cm x 5 cm square) from 5 representative 
rocks at each monitoring site according to the sampling schedule and standard practice 
(e.g., Biggs and Malthus 1983) (Table 6). At Princhester Creek, riffle transects 
perpendicular to the waterway were used at eight monitoring locations, because 
information on the effect of water velocity and mat thickness on Gemex™ efficacy 
was required. Ten sets of algal samples were taken across each transect, matched with 
measurements of water velocity and depth, and mat thickness. Riffles were chosen for 
this intensive monitoring because the majority of the D. geminata was found in this 
habitat in Princhester Creek. Three sets of samples were also taken in pools, and in 
runs at each monitoring site in order to characterise algae in these habitats as well. The 
majority of habitat in larger waterways (rivers) is runs, therefore the monitoring 
programme might best be focussed on runs, depending on where visible colonies of D. 
geminata are located.  

Samples of D. geminata colonies must be taken for viability which is determined 
microscopically using the staining techniques used by NIWA for other D. geminata 
studies to distinguish live and dead cells (Appendix 4)9. For each sample, at least 100 
D. geminata cells are enumerated for detection of those that might be live. It will be 
necessary to set-up an area on-site with a high quality compound microscope and a 16 
x objective where samples stained with neutral red can be analysed within 15-45 mins 
of being stained. Separate algal samples should be taken for biomass, chlorophyll a, 
D. geminata cell density and species composition in a selection of monitoring 
locations –these metrics can be obtained from one sample if necessary.  

If the Gemex™ treatment occurs prior to the establishment of significant visible 
colonies, it may not be possible to monitor D. geminata viability and biomass on a 
transect or from mat samples. Instead, it might be necessary to use a combination of 
net and rock scraping samples to collect sufficient cells to measure cell viability.  

Invertebrates should be collected quantitatively for analysis of species densities and 
calculation of relative abundance following standard methods for environmental 
monitoring of gravel-bed rivers in New Zealand (e.g., Quinn and Hickey 1990). For 

                                                      
9 North Island personnel from partners and stakeholder groups will be/are being trained in this 
technique; alternatively experienced NIWA staff can be brought on-site to complete neutral red 
cell counts because the counts must be completed 15-45 min from time that D. geminata 
samples are taken.  
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invertebrate monitoring three medium surber samples10 (25 cm × 25 cm) (or Hess 
samples11) should be taken to sample a range of habitats from each monitoring site.  

Fish density, condition and survival should be monitored using two methods. 
Electrofishing surveys should be conducted on three occasions (Table 6) to assess 
changes in fish communities (e.g., changes in density and condition). Surveys should 
comprise sampling c. 50 m² of fish habitat at each sampling site. Monitoring should 
also include caged fish (e.g., bullies, galaxiids or juvenile trout) located upstream and 
downstream of the treatment area for up to 10 days after treatment. Caged fish will 
allow any direct impact of the biocide on fish health to be assessed (Clearwater et al. 
2007b)11. National databases (e.g., the Freshwater Biodata information System, FBIS 
(https://secure.niwa.co.nz/fbis/index.do) which includes the New Zealand Freshwater 
Fish Database) should also be checked to assess whether there are any recent records 
detailing stream biota.  

                                                      
10 A surber sampler and a Hess sampler are devices fitted with a net and used to sample a 
defined area of substrate for aquatic invertebrates. 
11 Fish cages need to be prepared ahead of time. 
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Table 6: Approximate timing of biological and physicochemical sampling for pre- and post-treatment monitoring of a single D. geminata 
Gemex™ treatment. If follow-up Gemex™ treatments occur, sampling frequency should be adjusted. Copper concentrations should be 
monitored in biota (algal mats, invertebrates, fish) at varying levels of detail. Multiple pH measurements, water, and sediment samples 
should be taken before, during and after the GemexTM application. Codes: Y = sampling should take place, x = sampling not necessary. O 
= observations should be made at the time of river treatment. Detailed monitoring must occur on the day of a Gemex™ treatment, 
including observations of non-target species. Grey shading indicates the minimal monitoring that should occur.  

Day Activity Delimitation Didymo 

viability 

Didymo 

biomass 

Inverts Fish 1 pH Water 

sample 

Sediment 

[Cu] 

 [Cu] in 

biota 

- 14 

to -7 

River scoping, flows, 

site selection 

Y Y Y Y Y2 Y Y Y Y 

-3 to 

-1 

Flow gauging5  Y intensive 
- - - - - - - - 

0 Treatment applied - O - O, Nets? Y cages Y Intensive  Y3 Y3 

1 Monitoring - Y3 x Y3 Y cages Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 

7 Monitoring - Y Y3 x Y cages x Y3 Y3 Y3 

21 Monitoring Y4 Y Y3 Y Y2,3 x Y3 Y3 Y3 

42 Monitoring - Y6 Y3 Y3 x Y3 Y Y Y 

90 Monitoring  - Y6 Y3 Y3 Y Y3 Y3 Y3 Y3 

x Ongoing monitoring as 

required  
         

1Fish health should also be monitored using instream fish cages; 2Censusing via electric-fishing; 3This monitoring could be omitted if resources are limited;4If viability or 
biomass measurements indicate repeat treatment is required, intensive delimitation should be used to determine the location of the treatment point –it could be 
downstream of the previous treatment; 5Flow gauging in combination with weather forecasting must  be used to predict the quantity of Gemex™ required;6Ongoing 
monitoring frequency will depend on the results of the treatment and the goal of the activity.    
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Physico-chemical monitoring should also be conducted pre- and post-treatment to 

assess effects on water quality parameters, provide additional information on the 

distribution of an effective dose of GemexTM downstream of the treatment point and 

the long-term fate of the chelated Cu. The presence of the GemexTM plume can be 

detected by changes in pH (down to pH 3.9), increased conductivity, or the presence 

of rhodamine dye (if this is used) and by water samples that can be analysed after the 

event. Sediment and algal (if practical) samples should be taken for measurement of 

Cu concentrations to determine the precise fate of the chelated Cu in the GemexTM 

formulation. Rhodamine dye may be included before, or in the GemexTM dose so that 

monitoring personnel could use field detectors to immediately measure the mixing and 

dispersal of the GemexTM. 

4.11. Treatment follow-up by hand-spraying 

Once D. geminata becomes established in a waterway and forms mats, fragments of 

these mats detach, particularly under high flow conditions, and are frequently 

observed drying out on the margins of waterways after flood events. Survival studies 

have shown that D. geminata can survive for extended periods in moist environments 

(Kilroy et al. 2007), therefore viable cells may reside in fragments that remain moist 

close to the waterway. In addition it is feasible that in some waterways there will be 

small, isolated, interconnected backwaters that are partially breached during changing 

flow conditions in the waterway. These backwaters may also harbour viable D. 

geminata. These considerations mean that depending on local conditions it may be 

desirable to follow up any river applications of Gemex™ by hand-spraying these 

isolated hot-spots using personnel who are Approved Handlers12. It is proposed that, if 

deemed necessary by the GTC (see Section 3.2), hand-spraying of these isolated hot 

spots in the margins of the waterway where visible infestations or fragments are 

located should be undertaken using a Gemex™ solution made up to ≤20 mg Cu/L. The 

Gemex™ would be applied using a hand-held spray wand held within 1 m of the 

substrate, by Approved Handlers fitted with appropriate Personal Protective 

Equipment (e.g., waterproof gloves, footwear, overalls and goggles). The frequency of 

this activity would match the frequency of the in-stream treatment with a diffuser, thus 

ensuring complete treatment of the high risk areas. This action would help prevent 

recolonisation of the waterway and significantly increase the probability of success of 

an elimination attempt.  

                                                      
12 Approved Handler is a certification to store, use and dispose of Agrichemicals as defined by 
the Code of Practice NZS8409. Several NIWA staff members of the GTT have this 
certification. 
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4.12. Health and Safety 

The risks to personnel handling GemexTM will be similar to those for personnel 
handling a liquid preparation of copper sulphate or the chelated copper formulation K-
TEATM, though Gemex™ is a more acidic formulation. Basic protection equipment 
will be sufficient to reduce any risk to personal health and safety to an acceptable 
level. Gloves (rubber, latex or acrylic), overalls, rubber boots and safety glasses must 
be worn when dispensing GemexTM concentrate (i.e., 2% or 3% as chelated Cu), and 
rubber gloves and safety glasses should be worn when moving storage containers 
containing GemexTM. GemexTM concentrate is an acidic solution and contact with skin 
and eyes should be avoided and rinsed well with water should contact occur.   

4.13. Restriction of site access 

Risks to public and non-treatment personnel can be reduced to an acceptable level by 
restricting access of public and all non-essential personnel to the treatment site and 
waterway on the day of the GemexTM application. MAF BNZ’s Operations Manager 
would determine who is permitted in the area and may organize a viewing area if 
feasible. MAF BNZ might already have a Controlled Area in place to prevent the 
spread of D. geminata to other waterways. This Controlled Area could also mean that 
access to the treatment area is restricted. Risks to non-target terrestrial species (e.g., 
cattle, sheep) can be reduced to an acceptable level by excluding livestock from 
entering the waterway during the treatment period (e.g., using battery-powered electric 
fencing). MAF BNZ, with help from partners, would contact landowners bordering on 
the affected waterway and identify any water uses relevant to the planned treatment 
(e.g., water abstraction for drinking water, stock water or irrigation). Landowners 
would be informed of the plans for a Gemex™ treatment and assisted with removing 
livestock from areas with unrestricted access to the waterway. Arrangements will be 
made to cease irrigation and other water abstraction activities on the day of the 
Gemex™ treatment. Prior consultation/informing of landowners in areas at high risk 
of D. geminata detection regarding activities required in the event of a Gemex™ 
treatment will be conducted, time-permitting, by MAF BNZ (and partners, and 
assisted by NIWA as appropriate). 

Planning for these aspects of the Gemex™ treatment (reducing risk to humans and 
other non-target species) is a major consideration for ERMA when assessing the 
application for a Containment Approval (see Section 2.10).   
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7. Appendix 1: Equipment List for Gemex™ application. 

Table A1-1: Equipment list suggested for Gemex™ application and pre- and post-application 
monitoring. This list is intended to be thorough but should be reviewed for each 
project and adjusted to suit the site-specific sampling and treatment programme(e.g., 
sample numbers). 

Item Notes Check 

Documentation & Gemex™ application quality control  

Digital Cameras   

Video recorder   

Waterproof field notebooks   

Data sheets for Gemex™ tracking   

Application records   

Calculators   

Standard calculation and monitoring 

forms 

  

Standard dye stock solution and vials   

Flow data for waterway   

Flow meters   

Maps   

Markers for sampling site locations   

GPS   

Health and Safety   

Chemical safety glasses or goggles   

Long-sleeved rubber gloves    

Dish washing gloves   

Rubber boots   

Overalls or waders   

Chemical spill kit and shovels absorbent material [zeolite], bunding equipment?  

Signage    

Insect repellent   

Sunscreen   

Water   

Food for field team   

First aid kits   

Head torches   

Flashlights   

Waders for all staff   

Gemex™ MSDS   

 

Communications 
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Cell phones   

Cell phone chargers for cars   

Plug-in cell phone chargers    

Satellite phones If out of cell phone range  

6 or more hand-held radios Very useful for communication between monitoring 

team along river 

 

Flare/air horn To announce start of application  

Site access   

Maps   

Yellow danger tape   

Signage Generic Gemex™ treatment signage is available, 

used at Princhester Creek, stored at NIWA 

Alexandra, contact Neil Blair (NIWA) to obtain 

 

Battery-powered electric fencing To prevent access of stock to waterway during 

treatment 

 

Transport   

4-wheel drive vehicles Might be useful  

Light trucks For transport of Gemex™ and application equipment  

Helicopters For transport of Gemex™ to difficult access points. 

Lakeland Helicopters option for North Island work, 

Southern Lakes Helicopters option for South Island 

work. 

 

Gemex™ Delivery   

Vehicle to transport tanks Truck max is 14 tonne truck plus 14 tonne trailer total 

= 23.3 m3 s.g. ~1.2); Aqua-Ag’s light truck carries 

about 4,000 litres Gemex™  

 

Tanks Depends on quantity required. Three 1,000L tanks 

can be transported on the back of light truck. Larger 

amounts could be tankered in.  

 

Fork lift (hired) Can be used to move 1000L ICB’s in steel cages  

Application equipment   

Diffuser + pump etc. Aqua Ag for North Island work, MS-Contracting for 

South Island work. Gear includes flow meter, pumps 

(450 L per min), recharge pump, multiple hoses and 

diffuser (hose with nozzles)) and backup supplies.  

 

Decontamination supplies   

Bleach (10L –use 1L per 50L H2O)   

salt (10 kg - 10 cups per 50 L)   

detergent (5%)   

Janola handwipes   

antiseptic hand cleaner (5%) in spray 

bottles 
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scrubbing brushes   

fish bins or 50-100 L capacity tubs  for scrubbing and soaking, waders, nets, and other 

equipment 

 

Dishwashing gloves To be used when cleaning in bleach etc.  

ARRANGE CORRECT STORAGE/DISPOSAL OF USED DECONTAMINATION SOLU TIONS 

Sampling equipment   

Delimitation kits For up- and down-stream limits pre- and post-

treatment, includes delimitation net(s), and 

associated supplies (mesh, sample bottles etc. see 

Duncan et al. 2007a and b for details) 

 

D. geminata sampling kits spatulas, forceps, scalpels + blades, sharps disposal 

container, squirt bottles, funnels, small rulers (mat 

thickness), scissors, sample bottles/test tubes, 

labelling pens, datasheets, measuring tape, 20 

clothes pegs, biomass sampling supplies, wire 

scrubbing brushes, marker pegs, mallet, marker spray 

for pegs and sampling areas, ziplock bags for 

organising samples 

 

Alkays (250 mL sample containers) For cell density, biomass, community composition, 

chlorophyll a  samples, AND for sediment samples 

 

Viability sample bottles (30 mL) For viability samples  

GPS For location of sampling transects  

15 mL tubes For water samples and algal samples  

Flow meters   

Waterproof notebooks   

D. geminata survival sampling (microscopic analysis and cell su rvival equipment) 

 

Neutral red dye stock   

Dye bottles   

Field microscope  (i.e., electricity not required?)  

Power supply for microscope  If required, generator plus invertor/voltage modulator  

Microscope slides, cover slips   

Forceps, scissors, dissection needles   

Kimwipes (tissues)   

Viability sample bottles x 200-500 (20 

mL) 

  

Distilled water (10-20L) 

 

  

Portable table   

Chairs for microscope work   

Gazebo/rent a camper van/house as 

base 
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Non-target biota monitoring   

Electric fishing equipment back-pack + wand, batteries (charged), battery 

charger, scoop net, hand-held net, stop net bottom 

weighted, warratahs, mallet 

 

Battery charger  For back pack (note, not a car battery charger, should 

be for gel cells). 

 

Fish cages   

Data sheets Waterproof if possible  

15mL test tubes 500 for water and sediment samples as required  

Surber or Hess sampler(s) + cod end   

Invertebrate sample bottles for 

sampler 

As required  

Funnel   

Squirt bottle   

   

Ethanol  For invertebrate sample storage  

Electrical tape For sealing invertebrate sample bottles  

Water quality monitoring   

pH meters at least two -one for upstream of D. geminata ONLY  

DO meters at least two -one for upstream of D. geminata ONLY  

Datasonde(s) As required for in-stream monitoring  of water quality  

Datasonde supplies Transport cap, batteries (may have to be duracells), 

download leads for laptop, warratah, cable ties etc. 

for placing in river 

 

Rhodamine dye dosing and sampling 

equipment 

Dye, measuring containers, fluorometer, dye volume 

tables, calculations, test tubes, datasheets etc. 

 

Pump and tubing for addition of 

rhodamine to waterway 

Diffuser set-up  

Rhodamine stock for pre-Gemex™ 

application trial 

More concentrated  

Rhodamine stock for addition 

simultaneous to Gemex™ application  

Less concentrated  

Fluorometer for measuring rhodamine Alternatively, take water samples at site and transport 

to laboratory for analysis of these parameters 

 

Plastic bags/sample bottles For on-site rhodamine & pH samples  

Buckets For transporting plastic bag samples  

Data sheets For dye trial day and treatment day monitoring sites  

Sample bottles For hardness, alkalinity samples etc.  

Sample bottles For nutrient sampling –may have to be acid-washed, 

depending on analyses planned 

 

Filter unit  For nutrient sampling  

Watches/timers For all of monitoring team  
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Hydrological data collection   

Data loggers + streamside boxes + equipment for stock 

exclusion/protection of cables 

 

Staff gauges   

Concrete   

Data sondes   

Shovel   

Mallet   

Wire   

Flow meters   

Data sheets Gauging data sheets  

Warratahs   
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8. Appendix 2: Summary of results from the Stage Three Phase One Field 
  Trial of Gemex™ 

Title:   Didymosphenia geminata experimental control trials: Stage 
Three, Phase One assessment of the effectiveness of Gemex™, a 
chelated copper formulation, in a small river. 

 
Authors:  S.J. Clearwater; P.G. Jellyman; B.J.F. Biggs; C.W. Hickey; 

N.A. Blair; J.S. Clayton 

Executive Summary 

NIWA was contracted by MAF Biosecurity New Zealand (MAF BNZ) to conduct a programme of 

experimental trials on potential Didymosphenia geminata (didymo) control agents. MAF BNZ’s 

primary objective was to determine if a cost-effective, timely, operationally feasible treatment could 

be developed that would cause 100% mortality of D. geminata in a river environment with minimal 

and acceptable effects on non-target species. Our approach to meet this objective was to carry out a 

structured three-stage investigation involving product screening (Stage 1), product testing (Stage 2 

Phases 1 and 2) and river trials (Stage 3). This report details the results of Stage 3 Phase One which 

tested the effectiveness of a one hour dose of 20 mg Cu/L Gemex™ (as chelated Cu) on D. geminata 

in Princhester Creek, Southland.  

The field trial was required to address efficacy of Gemex™ and non-target species effects, which 

could not be adequately predicted from the laboratory and experimental mesocosm studies. Delivering 

an optimal ‘target’ dose (10 – 20 mg Cu/L Gemex™ for 60 min) to a river system is particularly 

difficult if dual objectives of a short exposure period and maximum downstream extent of treatment 

are to be achieved. The natural river dispersion processes tend to spread the plume, reducing the 

maximum concentration and extending the downstream exposure times to lower concentrations. 

Additionally, the chelated Cu in Gemex™ was expected to adsorb to organic matter, including D. 

geminata mats and other periphyton biofilms, to an unknown extent as the plume travelled 

downstream. Together, dispersion and adsorption are major site-specific factors which will limit the 

downstream extent of the ‘target dose’ for the Gemex™. Extended ‘off-target’ exposures increase the 

risk for adverse effects to non-target organisms, particularly fish and macroinvertebrate species. Thus 

the experimental design included intensive sampling at multiple downstream sites and the use of tracer 

dye to assist in tracking and sampling of the Gemex™ dose. Repeated sampling at these sites was 

undertaken on five occasions subsequent to the dosing (days 1, 7, 21, 42 & 78) to define the 

effectiveness of the single dose/single location regime. Subsequent analysis of samples was optimised 

to focus on downstream Gemex™ efficacy and non-target effects assessment based on the chemical 

analytical results which characterised the site dose regime, and the response trajectory of different 

parameters.  

The intensive monitoring during the Gemex™ application allowed the Gemex™ doses at each of the 

seven downstream monitoring sites to be characterised with respect to changes in concentration over 

time. This information, integrated with the efficacy against D. geminata and effects on non-target 
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species, has provided a framework within which to begin to assess the effectiveness of different doses 

of Gemex™ in a natural waterway against different levels of D. geminata infestation, and to better 

predict the likely impacts on non-target species. This knowledge can be applied to other waterways in 

a risk versus benefit analysis to predict whether a desired outcome, that could range from elimination13 

of D. geminata from a waterway to suppressing biomass, is likely to be achieved with acceptable 

environmental impacts.  

The target Gemex™ dose of 10-20 mg Cu/L (as chelated Cu) for 60 min was achieved up to 0.9 km 

downstream at sites with contrasting levels of D. geminata mat development: site 3 with isolated early 

development of colonies; and site 4 with substantial bed cover to thicknesses of about 5 mm. Only 

four dead cells and no living cells were found at site 3 (0.3 km downstream) six weeks post-treatment; 

due to limited resources this site was not monitored at 78 days post-treatment as it was judged more 

information would be obtained from site 4 where substantial D. geminata was present. The data from 

site 3 at six weeks post-treatment indicate that it might be possible to eliminate D. geminata from a 

site when it is in the primarily non-visible stage14. At site 4 (0.9 km downstream), pre-treatment the 

geometric mean of live cell density was 0.2, 21.9 and 0.6 live cells/mm2 in the riffles, pools and runs 

respectively. Twenty-one days post-treatment the geometric mean of live cell density in the riffles 

decreased by 99.6% to 0.0008 live cells/mm2; there were no viable cells in the pools or runs (100% 

decrease). These data indicate that suppression was obtained at this site for at least 21 days for a 1-5 

mm thick D. geminata mat, but that a repeat dose would be required after that time for sustained 

suppression or to attempt elimination. Notably, the D. geminata mats present at these sites maintained 

their visual appearance for 21 days after treatment, despite being essentially non-viable colonies 

composed largely of stalk material. Thus physical disturbance of the environment is also a requirement 

before restoration to a pre-existing river environment condition can occur. Effects on non-target 

species at sites 3 and 4 were considered minimal. However, achieving target doses at these locations 

did significantly affect rainbow trout survival downstream, as the Gemex™ exposures became longer 

because of the dispersion of the plume even though concentrations were substantially lower (detailed 

below). 

Off-target doses occurred at sites 5 and 6; the Gemex™ doses were at least 5 and 1 mg Cu/L for 60 

min respectively, for these sites 1.9 and 3.4 km downstream. The exposures at each of these sites were 

also characterised by a long duration ‘tail’ of the Gemex™ plume at low concentrations. These doses 

were surprisingly effective at reducing cell viability and live cell density in these substantial D. 

geminata infestations for up to 21 days where bed coverage by 1-10 mm thick mats was between 30-

70%. Invertebrate population effects were measured at site 6 after 21 days and classified as minimally 

affected by the Gemex™ treatment. However, there was 100% mortality of caged rainbow trout at site 

5 and 57% mortality at site 6, together with marked reductions in numbers of resident trout and 

galaxiids. Caged non-migratory galaxiids (Galaxias sp.) survived the treatment at both sites. This 

                                                      
13 For the purposes of this report elimination of D. geminata has been defined as a result of all samples negative 
for live D. geminata as measured by microscopic analysis of drift net and benthic samples collected from at least 
two (preferably more) intensive delimitation surveys carried out in the six months post-treatment and focused on 
the sites that were previously positive for D. geminata. More generally, elimination has been used to refer to 
removal of D. geminata locally from a catchment or any other defined area, whereas the term eradication is used 
to refer to eradication of D. geminata nationally. 
14 Subsequently, visible D. geminata colonies were found upstream of the treatment point (i.e., above site 2) on 
28 June 2007 (135 d post-treatment), and their identity was confirmed by microscopic assessment of samples. 
There has been no further assessment of site 3 to determine how this location has been affected.  
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degree of adverse effects of Gemex™ on rainbow trout might be considered acceptable in some 

locations where either native fish species are a priority, or where rainbow trout can be restocked post-

treatment.   

The level of adverse effects on rainbow trout was greater than expected at each of these off-target 

exposure sites, especially given the resilience at the target dose sites upstream. Contributing factors are 

discussed but the best approach to resolve the uncertainties regarding rainbow trout survival at site 5 is 

to undertake additional laboratory testing with this species to establish safety margins for alternative 

dosing strategies. 

It is theoretically possible to mitigate these toxic effects on fish by chemical neutralisation of 

Gemex™, but neutralisation has not been tested. Alternatively it might also be possible to reduce the 

downstream toxicity of Gemex™ to fish by such strategies as addition of lime to temporarily increase 

hardness, but the effect of liming or other strategies on Gemex™ toxicity to D. geminata and fish has 

not been tested. The negative effects on trout might, however, be considered an acceptable impact if 

the outcome were elimination or suppression of D. geminata. 

At site 7, 4.2 km downstream, the off-target dose of Gemex™ was at least 0.2 mg/L Cu for 107 min 

which substantially decreased live cell density of D. geminata for three weeks. The pre-treatment 

infestation at this site was primarily isolated colonies up to 2.5 mm thick. There was a ‘minimal’ effect 

on invertebrates and no adverse effects on fish species. The relatively strong response to the low dose 

at site 7 suggests this dosing regime may be a management approach which should be assessed for 

efficacy for elimination or suppression of D. geminata particularly where the infestation is primarily 

non-visible and significant impacts on salmonid fish species are considered undesirable.   

Instream removal of Gemex™ was determined with tracer dye. The target dose regime was maintained 

for 1 to 1.5 km downstream, with greater dispersion and adsorptive losses at downstream sites where 

the D. geminata mats were substantial. The calculated adsorptive loss of Gemex™ was 12 %/km 

between sites 3 and 4 with a low mat abundance, and 32 to 39 %/km in the reaches between sites 4 and 

6 where more substantial mats were present. Data from this trial indicates that a maximum effective 

treatment distance is of the order of 2 to 3 km. Copper concentrations were not significantly increased 

in the < 2 mm sediment fraction 42 d post-treatment; however, as expected Cu concentrations 

increased significantly in the D. geminata algal mats 1 d post-treatment and were highest at site 5, 1.85 

km downstream from the treatment point. Over time, Cu concentrations decreased significantly in the 

mats, and 42 d post-treatment were almost at background concentrations at sites 6 and 7 but remained 

elevated at sites 4 and 5 located 0.9 to 1.9 km downstream from the treatment point. The risk of Cu 

accumulation in downstream sinks such as lakes or estuaries, may limit the use of Gemex™ as a long-

term control tool, depending on factors such as repeated use, high doses and site-specific 

characteristics (e.g., the presence downstream of a highly depositional estuary versus a well-flushed 

estuary). Gemex™ use must be assessed catchment-wide, particularly when repeated treatments are 

being considered. It is difficult to provide a generalisation on how extensively Gemex™ could be used 

within a catchment because of site-specific factors that will influence the fate of chelated Cu from 

each treatment, and the management goals that will determine what adverse effects (if any) are 

acceptable to achieve control of D. geminata.  

In summary, this experimental field trial of Gemex™ has shown it be an effective control tool for 

approximately 1-1.5 km downstream in areas that received the target dose. Suppression was achieved 
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for at least three weeks (possibly longer), including areas 1.5-4.0 km downstream that received the off-

target dose. Multi-location dosing and retreatment with Gemex™ would be required to deliver target 

dosing over extended river lengths. Removal of all live D. geminata was possibly achieved for the 

initial 0.3-0.5 km of waterway that was initially infected with non-visible colonies, suggesting 

elimination might be possible for early stage infestations, however, extended sampling was not 

undertaken to confirm efficacy. Impacts on non-target biota have been assessed in some detail and 

criteria are now available to make site-specific predictions of the likely effects on non-target biota. 

Management goals would determine the acceptability of any predicted negative impacts on non-target 

species. 

We have assessed the field trial results against the suite of evaluation criteria set by MAF BNZ for 

developing control methods (summarised in Table 12, p. 81). Based on the Princhester trial we 

recommend that Gemex™ would be an effective D. geminata control treatment, particularly for early 

stage infestations, with the following essential treatment modifications: (i) sequential multi-location 

downstream dosing of Gemex™ for river segments of 2 – 3 km; (ii) repeat dosing of the river system 

after approximately 21 days to ensure sustained suppression or eventual elimination. Additionally, 

some management measures may be required to achieve a level of ‘acceptable’ effects on non-target 

species, possibly including: (i) inclusion of chemical modifiers to reduce toxicity at the end of target 

dosing reaches (e.g., lime to increase hardness) (presently untested); (ii) downstream neutralisation of 

Gemex™ (presently untested); or (iii) management intervention (e.g., temporarily removing sensitive 

species or restocking). Treatment strategies such as dosing a waterway in the early stages of 

infestation with lower, longer doses of Gemex™ should be explored, although this strategy may cause 

significantly greater non-target toxicity than a one hour pulse-dose, due to extended exposure to 

dissolved chelated copper. Lastly Gemex™ will be most effective against early stage infestations 

which means regular surveillance and early detection is an important part of the ‘control tool’.  

We recommend that future research includes: an elimination attempt in a waterway in the early stages 

of infestation; alternative application strategies; long-term monitoring of Princhester Creek; toxicity 

testing focussed on rainbow trout and the mechanism of toxicity of Gemex™; and mitigation 

strategies to reduce the toxicity of Gemex™ to non-target species. While we are developing our 

understanding of this experimental control tool, the feasibility of successfully eliminating D. geminata 

using Gemex™ remains highly site-specific, influenced for example by factors such as the amount of 

organic material (e.g., macrophyte beds) in a waterway. 
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Table 10: A summary of the Gemex™ doses at sites 3 to 7 (Table 4 for more detail), the initial extent of the D. geminata infestation at each site and the effects of Gemex™ 
on D. geminata viability, compared to an assessment of whether the effects on invertebrates, juvenile rainbow trout and galaxiids at that monitoring site could be 
considered negligible (Ø ), minimal (       ) or marked (       ;effects likely unless mitigated). Note that this assessment is only for that monitoring site, it does not 
include effects of the Gemex™ continuing downstream. For example, even though effects on trout at site 4 were minimal, downstream effects would be marked 
unless mitigated below site 4. Shaded cells indicate sites and days where different levels of D. geminata control were achieved. Dark shading indicates 
‘Suppression’ (<5% viability; >95% reduction in geometric mean live cell density); with partial suppression sites shaded grey. Initial viability was from 38 % to 
72 % (Figures 15-17). Density data provided in Table 5. See summaries of periphyton (Table 6), invertebrates (Table 9), and fish (Table 8). ND = No data. 

Site 
(distance, 

km) 

Conservative 
description of 

Gemex™ dose 

Description of D. geminata infestation status  prior to treatment  Average D.geminata viability  in riffles, runs  and pools. 
[%Live cell density reduction , or growth (G) indicated for 

21d only] 

Effects on non-target species at the site 
(downstream effects, not included) 

 

D
O
S
E 

Concent-
ration   (mg 

Cu/L) 

Time 
(min) 

Riffles Runs Pools Thickness 
(mm) 

Day 1 Day 7 Day 21         
[Riffle, Run, Pool 

density 
reduction] 

Day 42 Day 78 Non-
target 
algae 

Inverte-
brates 

Trout Galaxiids 

3 

(0.4 km) 

14.9 50 Not visible, or isolated 
pin head size colonies 

Isolated 
colonies 
2-3 mm 
diameter 

None 1-3 (where 
present) 

4 0 1 

[ND] 

0 ND ND ND  Ø 

4 

(0.9 km) 

TA
R
G
ET 

11.3 60 <40% cover overall 
(20% in centre, 90% in 

margins) 

Small 
colonies 

Small 
colonies 

1.0 – 4.5 2-7 1-2 0-4 

[99.6, 100, 100] 

23-41 0-6 

(34 
Pool) 

Ø Ø  Ø 

5 

(1.9 km) 

4.8 60 30% cover overall, 40-
50% in margins, 20% in 

centre 

Thick 
cover 80-

90% 

~90% 
cover  

6.0-10.0 5 6-21 5-13  

[99, ND, 92] 

4-16 ND Ø ND   

6 

(3.4 km) 

1.1 62 60-70% cover in most of 
channel, 80-95% in 

margins 

Thick 
healthy 
colonies 

~90% 
cover, 

unhealthy 

1.0-6.0 2-6 1-6 3-7  

[99.6, 72.2, G] 

73-82 39-63 Ø   Ø 

7 (4.2 km, 
below  

infected 
East Branch

O
FF 
– 

TA
R
G
ET 

0.2 107 <40% cover, mostly 
isolated nodules in 

centre, in margins  thin, 
silty mats with high % 

cover  

Isolated 
nodules 

~50% 
cover, 

unhealthy  

0.5-2.5 6-7 4-9 29-41  

[98.9, G, G] 

69-82 33-63 Ø  Ø Ø 
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Table 12: A summary of the results of the field trial assessed against the criteria agreed with MAF Biosecurity New Zealand as information 
requirements for developing a control tool (continued overleaf). 

Factor Issue Assessment method Assessment criteria Comment
Efficacy Didymosphenia geminata 

control
Suppression (i) <5% viability on repeated sampling occasions for 

river cross-sections of mat; (ii) >95% reduction in live 
cell density

Achieved  for sites to 1 - 1.5 km downstream which received the 
target dose of Gemex™, and some suppression at sites 1.5-4.0 km 
that received the off-target dose. Treatment duration period of 
about 21 days (see below). Retreatment recommended to achieve 
sustained control.

Elimination All samples negative for D. geminata  in at least two 
(preferably more) intensive delimitation surveys using 
microscopic examination of net and benthic samples 
in the 6 months post-treatment

Not achieved  in Princhester, but no live cells were found at site 3 
at 42 d post-treatment indicating that elimination of early stage 
infestations is a possibility. 

Impacts Non-target biota Quantitative adverse effects measures 
on species or communities of fish or 
macroinvertebrates. 

Site-specific and dependent on management goals as 
well as ecological effects, a short-term negative 
impact will probably be acceptable if longer term 
recovery inevitable

Target dose:  Minimal adverse effects on invertebrate community, 
trout or galaxiids at the treatment site but potential effects 
downstream as Gemex™ disperses; Off-target dose:  Minimal 
effects on invertebrates and galaxiids, significant trout mortality - 
may be related to prolonged exposure to low Gemex 
concentrations or higher bioavailability at circum-neutral pH.

Humans Qualitative based on water chemistry. Drinking water guideline of 2 mg/L Short dosing duration results in elevated water concentration (5-
10x above drinking water guideline for 1 - 4 hours and a reduced 
pH (to 3.9) for 1 - 2 hours. The contact exposure risk is minimal 
and drinking water exposure should be managed by closure of 
supplies for the dosing period followed by an 8 hour flushing 
period.

Livestock Qualitative based on water chemistry. Drinking water guideline of 2 mg/L Restriction of abstraction for drinking water supply as above, and 
restriction of stock access.

Feasibility of 
success  
(cont. 
overleaf)

Early detection required Delimitation survey protocols, 
microscopic analysis of samples, 
genetic detection methods.

Detection prior to widespread establishment of 
visible mats or colonies is one of the most 
important factors in increasing the feasibility of a 

successful Gemex TM treatment

Sampling of high risk/high value sites (using selection criteria in 
the delimitation protocol) every two months because (D. geminata) 
has gone from non-detectable to visible in 3 months. Local 
organisations could supplement current national delimitation 
survey completed every 3 months. 
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Table 12: (cont) A summary of the results of the field trial assessed against the criteria agreed with MAF Biosecurity New Zealand as information  

  requirements for developing a control tool. 
Factor Issue Assessment method Assessment criteria Comment
Feasibility of 
success 
(cont)

Efficacy of treatment (i)Chemical monitoring for target dose 
of Gemex™; (ii) Biological monitoring 
for D. geminata  viability and live cell 
density reduction; (iii) Biological 
monitoring for non-target species 
effects.

(i) Dye tracer and chemical analyses for GemexTM to 
ensure target dose achieved; (ii) Biological 
assessment of D. geminata  control (see criteria 
above); (iii) Sequential downstream dosing of Gemex 
for river segments of 2 - 3 km; (iv) Repeat dosing of 
river system after 21 days to ensure sustained control 
or elimination.

This trial has demonstrated a high efficacy of suppression  may be 
obtained for Gemex™ application at the target dose. This includes 
suppression  of substantial D. geminata  mats in riffle, run and 
pool habitats, and potential removal of non- visible infestation. To 
achieve this requires: (i) precision dosing of Gemex™; (ii) 
monitoring of river concentrations of copper; (iii) (potentially) 
sequential downstream applications (if reaches of greater than 2 -3 
km are to be treated), dependent on quantities of organic matter 
present);  (iv) repeated dosing to ensure sustained control; and (vi) 
backwaters, isolated pools and semi-dry margins may require 
specific applications of Gemex™.

Precision dosing Quantitative measurement of 
Gemex™ and tracer dye application 
rates.

Calibrated dosing measures and chemical validation 
of product. Gauging of river flows. Tracer dye provides 
quantification of downstream dispersion, dilution and 
adsorption with on-site measurements.

Precision-dosing equipment is available with experienced 
operators. Careful calibration is however required to get the correct 
river dose (concentration and duration). River gauging by qualified 
staff.

Non-target species effects Feasibility assessment prior to 
application.

Best professional judgement. Management assessment required as to level of 'acceptable' 
effects on non-target species. May require: (i) low dose option; (ii) 
inclusion of chemical modifiers to reduce toxicity (e.g., lime to 
increase hardness); (iii) downstream neutralisation (presently 
untested) (iv) management intervention (e.g., temporarily removing 
sensitive species or restocking).

Sensitive downstream 
ecosystem(s)

Feasibility assessment prior to 
application.

Best professional judgement. May require use of some of the above options and/or minimising 
sequential and repeated dosing.

River size Flow gauging, length of infested 
reach, catchment size, description of 
downstream sink(s)

Increased river/flow size, increases the amount of 

GemexTM required. Later stage or more widespread 

infestations will require more applications of GemexTM. 
Application strategies can be modified for more 
complex waterways. Can transport large quantities of 

GemexTM relatively easily.

River size itself will probably have little impact on the probability of 

success, because the quantity of GemexTM used is increased to 

achieve the target dose. However, the more GemexTM used, the 
greater the chelated copper accumulation in downstream sinks in 
the waterway (e.g., lake/estuarine environments). Should be 
assessed catchment-wide and case-by-case.
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Table 12: (cont) A summary of the results of the field trial assessed against the criteria agreed with MAF Biosecurity New Zealand as information  

  requirements for developing a control tool. 
Factor Issue Assessment method Assessment criteria Comment
Risks Instream removal 

processes
Chemical monitoring of Gemex™ 
concentrations and use of tracer dye.

 Gemex™ within target dose range. Instream removal rate will dictate distance downstream where next 
sequential dosing site must be located. The dose is affected by 
dispersion, dilution and adsorption - each of which are site-specific.  
The presence of organic matter (e.g., D. geminata  mats or 
macrophyte beds) is particularly important. The measured 
adsorption rates in the Princhester Creek ranged from 12 - 
39%/km.

Water chemistry effects Background analytical data. Water chemistry (alkalinity affecting pH buffering; 
hardness affecting toxicity) and temperature will affect 
non-target species sensitivity and probably efficacy of 
Gemex™ on D. geminata .

Additional laboratory testing is recommended to evaluate the effect 
of changes in alkalinity and hardness on non-target species. 

Toxicity testing of trout exposed to GemexTM for 2-4 hours would 
establish safety margins. Additional field tests should also be 
undertaken for efficacy on D. geminata  in, for example, high 
hardness which would best be done in a river trial.

Reintroduction of D. 
geminata

Delimitation surveillance of treated 
area

Absence of viable cells Probability of elimination has to be weighed against risk of 
reintroduction.

Mitigation Reduction in level of adverse effects 
on non-target species.

Site-specific biomonitoring. A number of options are available to mitigate adverse effects on 
non-target species. These include: (i) developing low dose (or 
chronic dose) control options; (ii) inclusion of chemical modifiers to 
reduce toxicity; or (iii) development and use of a chemical 
neutraliser to facilitate sequential downstream treatment of discrete 
river segments.

Vulnerable non-target 
species

Toxicity testing. Ecological survey to determine presence, consult 
databases for historical information.

Molluscs are a potentially vulnerable non-target species that will be 
present in significant numbers in some waterways at locations that 
will receive a significant dose of Gemex™.  Toxicity testing of trout 
exposed to Gemex™ for 2-5 h in low hardness would help 
establish safety margins for off-target doses, and would be 
relatively easy and cost-effective to conduct.
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Table 12: (cont) A summary of the results of the field trial assessed against the criteria agreed with MAF Biosecurity New Zealand as information  
  requirements for developing a control tool. 

Factor Issue Assessment method Assessment criteria Comment
Risks (cont) Accumulation of copper Biota and environment analysis. ANZECC (2000) sediment guidelines; No biota 

guidelines available.
Cu concentrations increased significantly in D. geminata  mats but 
decreased rapidly post-treatment.Cu expected to be dispersed 
downstream over time. Repeated use of Cu in multiple locations 
within a catchment could however have significant cumulative 
effects on downstream sinks (e.g.lakes, estuaries). GemexTM 

should be considered a tool suitable for short-term use only. 

Remnants of untreated        
D. geminata

Visual inspection of river margins, and 
other "risk" areas, delimitation 
surveys.

Live cells present in untreated material. An issue for suppression of advanced infestations where mats well-
established. Earlier periods of high flow may have "stranded" 
D.geminata  remnants in areas that are not exposed in subsequent 

GemexTM treatment(s). Reduce risk of reseeding from untreated 
remnants by treatment strategies such as hand-spraying of river 
margins. 

Time Period of effective control of 
D. geminata  after Gemex™ 
dosing.

Viability and cell density measurement 
of D. geminata  mats.

<5% viability on repeated sampling occasions for river 
cross-sections of mat.

River trial data indicates that the suppression period is about 21 
days and might extend to ~ 10 weeks. Repeat dosing needs to be 
evaluated to validate adequacy of repeat applications for sustained 
control or elimination.

Time taken to achieve 
control

Viability and cell density measurement 
of D. geminata  mats.

<5% viability on repeated sampling occasions for river 
cross-sections of mat.

Greatest decrease in % cell viability and cell density 1-7 d post-
treatment. 

Cost Dosing cost for Gemex™ 
application for various 
scenarios.

Budgets and management goals Minimum application requirements are  chemicals, 
applicator & a supervisor plus monitoring of dose & 
effects. Sequential downstream applications are site-
specific & would depend on the logistics of application 
& the downstream travel time for the Gemex™ dose. 
Multiple sites could be dosed in a day but increases 
risk of non-target effects. Repeated dosing may be 
required on 2 or 3 occasions. The degree of 
monitoring is a site-specific consideration.

GemexTM costs $3.50/L at 30 g Cu/L (as chelated Cu) + transport 
costs (as a dangerous good), approximately ~$8-10K for contractor 

to apply. For example, one application to a 2 m3/s flow at 20 mg 
Cu/L for 1 hour will require 4800 L GemexTM, cost $16800. Other 
significant costs are those to obtain regulatory permissions, and 
costs for monitoring dependent on site-specific issues and the 
information required from monitoring.  Monitoring costs will 

decrease as increased expertise with GemexTM  allows refinement 
of information gathering. 

Alternate 
options

Gemex™ should not be 
considered a long-term 
option

Efficacy against D. geminata  versus 
effects on non-target species

Low dosing or chronic (i.e., long-term) dosing with Gemex™ or 
other biocides should be evaluated as a potential control 
measures. Biological control, and control with increased hardness 
(i.e., lime) should be investigated, as well as the physiology and 
ecology of D. geminata . 
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9. Appendix 3: Dye trial in Hamurana River 

Authors:  R.D.S.Wells; S.J.Clearwater 

9.1. Planning sessions 

NIWA completed an initial planning session of experienced scientific and technical 

staff (J. Clayton, S. Clearwater, R. Wells, P. Reeves, K. Bodmin, P. Champion) and 

the experienced herbicide application operators (Aqua-Ag Airboat Services Ltd, Geoff 

Angell Ph. 07 357 2672 Mob. 0274 791 953; Lakeland Helicopters, Tony Bradley) on 

22/9/06 to plan the approach to the project (e.g., staff responsibilities, 

communication). A follow-up meeting occurred between NIWA staff (S. Clearwater, 

J. Clayton, R. Wells - 13/10/06) to agree on a logistical evaluation site (i.e., Hamurana 

Stream, Lake Rotorua – 2796290E, 6346895N), date (2/11/06), application 

techniques, and arrange logistics of a dye simulation trial (R. Wells coordinated these 

arrangements).  

9.2. Logistical planning and river application trial 

NIWA conducted a river application trial in Hamurana Stream, Rotorua (Figure A3-1) 

using a surrogate biocide (water + dye) on 2nd November 2006. This was a simulation 

to test readiness for treating a waterway with Gemex™ in the North Island. Hamurana 

Stream was selected for the trial because: 

 

• ease of access (both at the riverside, and for travel by NIWA staff and the 

contractor) minimized time and costs; 

• high water clarity allowed dye plume to be tracked easily; 

• suitable length of waterway (~2 km) prior to large dilution into Lake Rotorua; 

• size (20 m wide, up to 1.5 m deep, approx 4 m3/s flow) allowed testing of 

capability to apply significant volumes. 

 

Pre-consultation was completed with Environment Bay of Plenty, Department of 

Conservation, Iwi (Ngati Rangiwewehi), Fish and Game and other local stakeholders 

to ensure all parties agreed to the activity. Public in the area were notified of the dye 

application. The practice run was documented by video recorder and photos and the 

video is now available on DVD (copies held by NIWA Hamilton library, NIWA staff 

[S. Clearwater, R. Wells] and MAF BNZ staff [J. Donaldson, C. Vieglais]). The 

contractor was Geoff Angell (Aqua-Ag Air Boat Services, based at Rotorua Airport); 
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this company was sub-contracted to NIWA for the trial because of their specialist 

expertise and experience in aquatic herbicide application.    
 

 
 

Figure A3-1:  Aerial/map view of the location of the treatment site, Hamurana Stream on the north 
shore of Lake Rotorua. 

9.2.1. Methods for trial 

The equipment was assembled prior to the trial and tested in a workshop environment 

in various combinations. It was found that pumping rates of 18-450 Litres per minute 

(L/min) could be achieved. The flow meters were accurate within 2%, and a check of 

the actual volume pumped against time confirmed delivery rates.  

On 2nd November 2006 the equipment was transported to Hamurana Springs on an 

Isuzu flat deck light truck and a Ford Ute FT250 and assembled. The equipment 

consisted of: 

 
• a pump (460 L/min capacity) (Figure A3-2); 
• a re-charge pump (200 L/min capacity); 
• two 1,000 L tanks for biocide storage; 
• 40 m of plastic hosing; 
• a diffuser consisting of 30 m of hosing with 18 outlets to which different 

nozzle sizes and blanks can be fitted (Figure A3-3); 
• a flow meter; 
• a mixing valve. 

Treatment site 
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Figure A3-2: Delivery equipment showing two 1,000L tanks (red), pump (blue), and flow meter and 
flow control valve on the board in front of tanks. 

 

 

Figure A3-3: The diffuser consisting of a 20 m delivery hose with 18 outlets, to be strung across the 
channel. 
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The diffuser was positioned across the 20 m wide waterway using a rope, and extra 

diffuser outlets not positioned in the water were capped. Initial equipment checks were 

completed and pumping of river water through the system commenced.   

For the dye release, 800 mL of 25% stock rhodamine dye was added to 50 L of water 

and pumped through the lines for 2 min at 12:00 noon (Figure A3-4). The dye was 

released over about 2 minutes through the delivery hose with 16 outlets functioning 

fitted with 1/8 inch nozzle outlets. About 20 minutes later the tank was rinsed and the 

remaining dye pumped into the stream. 

Following the dye release the equipment was used to pump about 70 L per minute (of 

Hamurana stream water) for one hour starting at 12:08 pm. The total volume pumped 

was 4,000 L. This volume of 2% Gemex™ (20.36 g Cu/L as chelated Cu) pumped for 

one hour is sufficient to treat a 1.1 m3/s stream to 20 mg Cu/L for one hour15.  

 

Figure A3-4: Dye release at Hamurana Stream just starting. 

                                                      
15 Or the volume would be sufficient to treat a 4 m3/s stream (Hamurana Stream) at 20 mg 
Cu/L using an 8% formulation of Gemex™ (80 g Cu/L) as intended when dye trial was 
completed. Subsequently it was found that Gemex™ can be manufactured to the maximum 
concentration of 3% (30 g/L). 
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9.2.2. Results 

The dye from the 2 min release moved downstream at a slow walking pace. It was 

dispersed throughout the stream channel and throughout the water depth within a short 

distance (~10 m). The back-waters initially remained clear but became coloured in 

time and remained coloured for about 30 minutes longer than the main channel. At 

some locations further downstream some backwaters did not receive any visible 

concentration of dye after just a 2 minute release (compared to a 1 h release that would 

be used in a Gemex™ treatment). The dye moved through the stream and reached 

Lake Rotorua at about 2:00 pm, about 900 m away. The stream is wider downstream 

accounting for the slower rate of movement. The stream was running clear again at the 

lake confluence by 2:30 pm.  

The equipment pumped 70 L per minute for one hour with no problems encountered. 

The flow meter display includes instantaneous flow rates and cumulative volumes 

pumped and makes it easy to monitor and control the operation.  

9.2.3. Discussion 

The dye release indicated good mixing occurred across the channel within about 10 m 

of the discharge and for most of the length of the stream, with the dye visible from 

bank to bank (as recorded on the DVD). In some locations however, such as behind 

willows and dense emergent vegetation the dye did not reach these backwaters in 

visible concentrations. The dye release occurred for just 2 minutes, therefore it is 

expected that a one hour application of Gemex™ would result in full mixing, though 

backwater areas would need to be carefully assessed for site-specific applications. The 

dye is a useful tool, and depending on the flow characteristics of the treatment site to 

be treated, dye could be used to determine optimum positioning of the sub-surface 

diffuser.  

The trial showed the equipment used was satisfactory for pumping rates of 70 L/min 

and a total volume of 4000 L which would be sufficient for a 1.1 m3/s river flow 

treated at 20 mg Cu/L (as chelated Cu) Gemex™ (2% stock) for a 1 hour period. 

These volumes of Gemex™ can easily be transported to a treatment site on a small 

truck (depending on ease of access). If required, empty tanks could be moved close to 

the riverside, and then filled by a recharge pump from tanks on trucks located further 

from the river.  
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The maximum pump capacity is 450 L/min, which is sufficient for a 7.6 m3/s river 

treated at 20 mg Cu/L (as chelated Cu) Gemex™ (2% stock) for a 1 hour period. The 

total volume to pump for this scenario would be 27,000 L so the most difficult task 

would be to get such a large volume of Gemex™ on site. A large household plastic 

drinking water tank holds 25,000L and could be moved on-site empty, and filled from 

smaller loads.  

Consideration has been given to transporting the application equipment and large 

volumes of the biocide to remote locations with difficult access. The two contractors 

(Aqua-Ag and Lakeland Helicopters) have a large range of equipment available 

between them (e.g., boats, helicopters, tanker trucks) and consider it feasible to 

transport 10,000-20,000L to a remote treatment site. It is possible that a North Island 

D. geminata infestation will occur at a remote location accessed via helicopter by 

fishermen touring New Zealand. A large helicopter (Bell UHIH) has a transport 

capacity of a 1.8 tonne lift or ~ 1,000 L Gemex™ at a time.  

The volumes involved make it a more practical option if Gemex™ was formulated as 

a more concentrated solution versus the current stock of 2%, or 20.36 g Cu/L. The 

manufacturer has established that the Gemex™ stock concentrate can be increased to a 

maximum concentration of 3% Cu. This helps reduce the volumes required, compared 

to a 2% solution, by a factor of 1.47x.  

Essential equipment lists (e.g., generators, fuel, spray equipment, gloves, goggles, 

overalls) and maps of likely treatment sites will be prepared for the Gemex™ 

treatment and copies kept at NIWA Hamilton for the GTT. Likely sites for a base for 

operations and staff accommodation during the Gemex™ treatment will be selected by 

MAF BNZ. It is likely that cell phone coverage will be intermittent in remote 

treatment areas, therefore a supply of hand-held radios or other communication 

equipment will be sourced (e.g., local NIWA branch offices). 

An equipment list for a Gemex™ treatment is included (Appendix 1) and the 

contractor stores the application equipment pallet-ready for rapid transport. 
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10. Appendix 4: Protocol for the microscopic assessment of algal samples 
for D. geminata viability.     

 
Live / dead determination of Didymosphenia geminata using a 
Neutral Red assay 
 
Author: C. Kilroy (NIWA) 
2 February 2007 
 

Overview 

Staining with neutral red followed by microscope counts of cells has proved to be a 
simple and effective method for determining proportions of live and dead cells in 
experimental work on the diatom Didymosphenia geminata. Neutral red is a vital 
stain: it is taken up by live cells but not by dead cells. The method is most reliable 
when used in experiments requiring live / dead counts from colonies held in natural 
river conditions. Its use in laboratory experiments where cells are exposed to unusual 
conditions produced anomalous results in some cases where cell responses to the 
experimental conditions interfered with the uptake of the stain. However, even in these 
cases, most of the unusual results could be explained. Thus the method was still 
effective. For a full review and evaluation of the neutral red method, refer to Appendix 
1 in Kilroy et al. (2006). 

The following is a suggested method for using neutral red for live / dead 
determinations in D. geminata colonies. Some areas of flexibility in the method are 
noted.    

 

Equipment 

• Neutral red stain (available in powder from Biolab). 

• Scales for weighing powder to make stock solution (ideal resolution 1 mg). 

• Clean glass container with completely airtight cap for stock solution storage. 

• A filter of 40 micron mesh, or less (for filtering river water to make up diluted 
stain solution). 

• Screw top vials for soaking samples (e.g., 35 ml). 

• A good microscope, up to at least 400 x magnification needed. 

• Scissors of various sizes. 

• Dissecting needles. 
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• Tweezers. 

• Disposable pipetters. 

• Marker pens. 

• Glass slides and cover slips. 

 

Neutral Red solution 

Concentrations are based on those in Crippen and Perrier (1974)  

The stock solution is 0.1% w/v: dissolve exactly 1 g of the Neutral Red powder in 1 
litre of distilled water. Store in the dark in a clean, glass container with an airtight lid. 

For staining, use a 2% solution of the stock solution, i.e., 2 ml stock solution made up 
to 100 ml with filtered river water. This was found to be more effective than the 1% 
solution recommended in Crippen and Perrier (1974). Pieces of drained didymo mat 
are immersed in this solution. 

 

Preparation of material prior to staining 

• If the colonies being tested are directly for river water, with no additional 

chemicals, no preparation is necessary.  

• If you are testing viability of didymo following chemical treatments, rinse the 

colony fragments in water once or twice before adding them to the stain 

solution. This will minimise any unknown effects that the chemical might 

have on the dye.  

• Note: Neutral Red is a pH indicator and turns yellow in alkaline solutions. If a 

chemical treatment (or even the river water) turns the dye yellow during the 

treatment time, it should still work, since the method is based on uptake 

through the membranes of acidic vacuoles within the cell. The acid contents of 

the vacuoles in live cells cause the dye to turn deep red.   

 

Staining method 

1. Label vials.  

2. Add about 15 ml stain solution to each vial (amount depends on the size of the 
fragment being tested). 

3. Add fragments of didymo mat as required in the experiment being undertaken. 
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4. Large pieces of mat (e.g., more than 6-8 mm cubes) should be roughly 
chopped up using scissors, to ensure that the dye is able to reach all cells 
present, including those trapped in the mat. 

5. Place the lid on each vial and shake up thoroughly to ensure that the dye is 
well distributed.  

6. Leave the vials (with lids on) for approximately 20 minutes to allow the stain 
to penetrate the cells. The staining time is fairly flexible, with no adverse 
effects up to, say, 45 minutes. However, soaking for too long will cause 
changes in the appearance of the stain sine the cells eventually longer. 

7. Label microscope slides. 

8. At the end of the staining period, shake the vials again, then, using a forceps 
or disposable pipetter (for well-homogenised samples) transfer a portion of the 
sample to the slide. 

9. Use dissecting needles to tease stalks and cells apart on the slide. The sample 
should be reasonably thinly spread (no more than 1 mm thick). Add drops of 
water (from the sample vial) if necessary. 

10. Place a cover slip of the sample and compress. Blot away any water and 
excess sample material.  

11. For efficiency, two or three samples can be made up as slides at the same 
time. Waiting slides should be covered and placed in a cool place (to prevent 
drying out). 

 

Cell counts 

1. First scan the entire slide under the microscope at x100 or x200 to see if any 
stained cells are present.  

2. If stained cells are seen, increase the magnification to x400 and start the count. 
It is recommended that cells counts are made at x400 as cell contents can be 
observed much more clearly than at lower magnifications. 

3. The high magnification reduces the depth of field so it’s best to restrict your 
count to the upper part of the sample where the focus is clearest. 

4. Working on vertical transects record numbers of live (stained) and dead 
(unstained) cells in a series of fields. 

5. It is important to include all parts of the sample in the count to ensure that the 
cell count is representative of the entire slide. The didymo stalk material 
makes it very difficult to attain an even distribution of cells on the slide.  

6. Empty frustules (cells): Most samples will contain some empty cells. These 
can validly be omitted from the count in some cases as empty cells will not 
change as a result of any added treatment. An example is tests of short-term 
effects of biocides. In long-term laboratory or in-river trials, cells may 
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eventually lose their contents as a result of the treatment. Therefore it is 
recommended that empty cells are counted as a third category, particularly in 
long term trials (e.g., over more than 1 day).  

7. Count a total of at least 100 cells. Trials have shown that 100 cells gives 
estimates of live vs. dead cells consistent with estimates from much higher 
counts (see Kilroy et al. 2006, Appendix 2). 
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11. Appendix 5: Flow chart of the major steps in the Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan                  
(size A3 for printing) 
Cross functional flowchart produced by MAF BNZ for the Gemex™ Treatment Contingency Plan. GTC=Gemex™ 
Treatment Coordinator; GT=Gemex™ Treatment; GTP=Gemex™ Treatment Plan; NI=North Island; PA=Public 
Awareness; SE=Special Emergency.  
Vertical columns illustrate responsibilities for various organisations (NIWA, BNZ and Partners), horizontal sections 
illustrate different phases of activity, including Preparedness Planning, Immediate Response (upon detection of D. 
geminata in the North Island/high value site), and Medium Term Responses (potential Gemex™ Treatment). Partners 
include councils, Iwi, landowners, Fish & Game, Department of Conservation, and many other stakeholder organizations 
whose advice and participation will be sought.  
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